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' 

YALE UNIVERSITY 

In recent years numerous grpups, some governmental, some f>f~Vate 

have put forward appeals or claims or demands for changes in the 

workings of the world economy and in the decision-making.roachinery 

regardin~ how it is to work. While the claims differ in .detail from 

forum to forum, they share seve;ral common themes. The fi'rst is that 

there .should be larger transfers of resources and of technology from 

the,rich industrial countries tQ the poor countries of the world. 

A second theme is that the poor and non-industrialized countries 

should be subject to specially favorable treatment, and that in 

general they should· be exempt from. the prescriptions for government ·· 

behavior with which the rich inqustrialized nations are (appropri-

· ately) charged. A third theme is that the decision-making machinery 

governing international economic questions should be revised to give 

greater participation and great~r weight to the poor or non-

industrialized nations. 

The rationale for these claims rests in part on the contention 

that all peoples have a right to satisfaction of certain basic human 

needs and that those who are able to do so already have a corres-

ponding.responsibility to. satisfy that right for others in the name 

of the solidarity of humanity. They rest in part also on the con-

tention that, at best, the existing international economic order 

meaning the set of institutions, formal rules, arrd informal con-

ventions that govern economic transactions among nations ... O.isregards 

the special problems and concerns of developing nations, and at 

worst has fostered the exploitation of poor countries, so that some 

restitution for past and present injustices is in order. 

The particular proposals that have stemmed from these claims 

.are numerous and vary from group to.group, but they include such. 

items as: 

*Prepared for a Bilderberg Conference at Torquay, England, April 
22-24, 1977. This paper.draws heavily on a longer paper prepared 
for Colloquium III of the Rothko Chapel of Houston, Texas. ·It rep-. 
reserits the personal views of the author and does not reflect the 
position of the u.s. Government. 
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l) 'establishing international c'ommodity agreements on those ·com-

modities produced by deviloping countries, to assure that t~ey receive. 

-ri> :. '<' 
equitable and remunerative prices (a variation of this involves indexing· 

commodity prices to' prices of. manufactured goods. to' assure that com-

modity prices rise no less rapidly than other prices in a:r· i.nflationary 

world); ·I 
·i 

... 2) inc:reasing official· deve~opment assistance fro"! the_ rich countries 

U? to the United Nations target of 7/10 of one percent of gross national 

product; 

3) renegotiating the princip~es of allocation of Special' Drawing 

Rights at the International Monetary Fund to give developing countries 

-a l.arger share; 

4) providing general debt re~ief in the form of forgiveness or 

postponement of the repayment obligations of developing countries on 

, their external debt; 

r 
5) granting and enlarging preferential treatment for icports from 

i 
i developing countries into the developed countries; 

I 
I 6) increasing the flow of relevant technology to developing countries, 

I 
r at reduced cost to- them; 

7) asserting the right to all property_within national boundaries, 

and hence, the right to take over foreign-owned property without regard 

to international legal conventions regarding compensation; 

8) changing the decision-making procedures in such institutions as 

the International Honetary Fund (TI1F} and the International Bank for 

Reconstruction and Development (hereafter! the World Bank) to give 

greater weight to developing countries. 

It is noteworthy tha~ these claims have b~en directed almost -exclu-

sively at what in United Nations terminology are called the developed 

market economies, i.e., western Europe, North Aoerica, and Japan, 

Austra_lia and New Zealand. (These will be called the. "western" countr'ies 
.l· ... 

I 
h_ereaf_ter.) In particular, they are not ·generally directed toward com-

' munist countries such as East Germany or the Soviet Union. The reasons 

for this are no doubt complex. The ·communist countries (Yugoslavia 

excepted) themselves do not participate in some of the important inter

national forums, such as the World Bank, _the IMF, and (with the further 
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exceptions of Poland and Romania) the G2neral Agreeme!lt on Tariffs and. 

Trade (GATT). ~his would not restrict their contributions id other 
/,.~ ' . 

contexts, however, such as granting development assistance, partici-

pating in commodity agreements, or granting trade preferences. In 

general, the communist countries have lover per capita incomes than .do 

the western countries, and this might seem to absolve them from being• 

called upon to meet. the claims. But som€ of the clait:~s (suc.h as those 

·for. rectificatj.on) are not especially related to income, and. in any 

case some communist countries hav~ per capita incomes that exceed-those 

of the poorer western countries sqch as Italy and Ireland. .Indeed, 

. by 1976 the per capita income of E!ist Germany exceeded that of the 

.c Upited Kingdom. 1 What.is probably more important is the perception 
1·: 

i. 

·:· 

i. 

of leaders in developing countries that they are unlikely to alter 

.the policies of communist countries much by making appeals in inter-

na,tional forums, in part because oJ the nature of communist governments, 

in part because the communist cou~~ries cannot so easily be held 

hostage to them in terms of needecj t:~aterials or vulnerable foreign 

. investment. · Their success .with the western countries is likely to be 

substantially greater, largely beca.use with appropriate arguments they 

can enlist it:~portant seg:nents of public opinion in their cause. 

Public resoonse to calls ·for a ne'-' econot:~ic order 

The initiai response of publis:s in western countries to the stance 

adopted by developing countries was one of shock and astonishment: 

first, at the_.Arab oil embargo i.i:lposed in October 1973 -.,- the event 

,-,.: .. 
that brought publics into general ·a.vareness that important changes 

·were taking place -- and then, by the four-fold increa-se in oil prices 

ahnounced by the Organization for Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) 

for January 1974. This assertion of market power emboldened the 

developing countries, under the leadership of Algeria, in 1974, 

to put forward a "Program of .ktion" in a special_session of the -. 

UnitedNations for establishment 'of a riew international economic 

1All international comparisons of per capita income must how
ever be taken with extreme caution, since they are highly sensitive to 
the choice of exchange rate for conversion into common units, and they 
do not allow for substantial variation in the domestic purchasing power 

·of a "dollar" or other standard. unit of .t:~easurement. Standards of 
living among countries do not vary among countries as much as "per 
c.:pita income" does. 

I 
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1 
order. In November 1974, the UN General Asse:nbly approved· the "Charte~ 

of Economic Rights and Duties of States," which a:uong other (C:!l the •.;hole 

straightfor,;ard and widely accepted) ·provisions asserted (Art.S) "the 
. . . . . . . . . . 

right ·to associate in organizations. of primary commodity producers in 

order to develop their national economies .•. " ~nd the corresponding duty 

of all states to refrain from applying economic and political measures to 
.;· 

limit that right-- a provision that would legiti.::J.ize OPEC's·actions and 

those of other potential cartels among prcduc ir.g countries. .The Charter . 

also asserted (Art.2) the right of any state to expropriate foreign-owned· 

property within its borders, paying "appropr.iate compensation.,·, provided 

that all relevant circumstances call for it." Resol.ution of any contra-

versy regarding expropriation and c9mpensation is to be determined under 

\ 

the domestic law·of the nationalizing state. The Charter also asserted·· · I 

(Art.28) the.duty of all states to cooperate in adjusting the. prices of 

their imports, i.e., to "index" thE; prices received by developing cciun-

\ tries. 

The Charter of Economic 'Rights and Duties of States had its origins 

long before the increase·in oil prices, as did proposals for changing the 

international economic order. Many of the specific proposals that made 

up the content of the proposed new international economic order had been 

under consideration· for some t·ime. And the developing countries had 

.increasingly used their majority in the UN General Assembly to push· 

through resolutions over the objections of the w.estern countries, ·as 

' .when, in 1969, they voted a moratorium on all attempts at mining the 

seabed until a new international regime for the seabed was worked out. 

But wh~t astonished members of the western public was. the new 

assertiveness with which these proposals were ~dvanced, the .extreme 

claims of some of the provisions, and the unwillingness of the majority 

of the Gene~al Assembly, made up of a cohesive group of developing 

countries, to compromise on many of the provisions. While many of the 

1Algeria is a member of OPEC. It has been suggested that calls 
for a new international economic order represented a tactic to divert the 
attention of those developing countries that do not produce oil away from 
the ·great hardships imposed on them by the sharp increase in oil prices. 
Responsibility for redressing the situation was thereby passed from the 
OPEC countries to the western countries. The OPEC price increases may 

·.have .given greater impetus to the calls for action, but they were in 
· train before the late-1973 price increases. 

I 
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provisions of the Charter were unexceptionable to all countries, a the~e 

of extreme state sovereignty runs through the Charter. The Un.ited States 
. ~-·~ . 

objected especially to. the three _;:n:ovisions :o.oted above. ~--~---. _ . 

-~~-~~-~:-~::~-.:___~-'---:-·._··--~The provision for settlement o·f disputes 

exclusively under domestic law, in particular, see~ed to sweep aside a 

long (western) tradition regarding tnternational settlement of disputes. 

·The initial reaction of aston1fhment was soon overtaken by a more 

differentiated reaction. Some west~rners· applauded the new asserti~e-

ness of the .developing countries and in their own -.;ritings supported 

them and contributed further to the claims for redress.ing past wrongs· 
. 

and for a moral obligation to make transfers from rich countries to 

poor countries. Others reacted with a.sense of guilt, implicitly 

acknowledging the merit of the positions taken by the developing 

countries, and urged negotiation anq a willingness to compromise on 

both sides in the emerging debate. They war:ted some kind of acco=o-

dation. Still others reacted with anger at the seeming exploitation 

of newly-found power -- in votes in the General Asse~bly and in 

monopoly in the provision of oil and urged stiff resolutio~ against 

yielding to what was regarded as· extortion. N=erous shadings, of 

course, exist within all of these groups, and to them must be added 

the diplomatic pragmatists, who are less concerned with the substan-

tive merits of the particular proposals and the arguments for or 

against a new economic order than with the fact that a large number of 

countries are resolutely_ serious in their claims for a new order, and 

who urge diplomatic accommodation as necessary to restore a degree of 

·harmony in relations among countries. 

It must be observed, that the idea of a· ne~ international economic 

order is, itself, a profoundly western idea. It has been advanced 

~nd rationalized by western-trained leaders in developing countries 

·' 
and even by a number of Westerners. Philosophically, the notion 

that conscious hu~an action can change the "order" of things, even 

human things, and moreover that mankind can attack world poverty in 

a __ systematic· way with ultimate success. are fundamentally western 

ideas, drawn from the idea of progress, They have no counterparts 

in the reflective philosophies of the East. or in the doctrines of 
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Is la~ concerning the execution ~i God·'s will. 

The varied reactions to calls for a new eccno~ic order ea~ be found 

. to some extent in all western countries, and to some. extent they cor-

. respond to the political spectr,um from left to right. The radical

liberal-conservative.political debate within countries has now bec6me 

globaL ,, 

Governmental resoonses to calls for a ne~ econo~ic order 

Governments of the western countries also differed in their":responses 

to the new claims, but the variation. was far less than it was among the 

literate public. The United States. t;ended to be the most resistant to 

the various proposals to change, and the rhetoric that accompanied them. 

Europe and Japan, much more dependent on imported materials. hence more 

·vulnerable to serious deterioration in relations with primary producing 

countries, were verbally more accom::1odat~ng in their responses. These 

differences can· be found, for ins tan~!"; in the response to the oil embargo 

and the increase in oil prices. The united States sponsored the formation 

of the International Energy Agency among the western c.ountries, designed 

to deal with future embargoes should they arise; where~ France spon

sored the Paris talks among oil-producing and oil-consuming countries, 

in order to establish a dialogue with the presumed objective of making 

future embargoes, or further .large. p;:ice increases, ·less probable, The 

United States initially resisted the idea of producer-consumer talks 

altogether, on the grounds that oil.prices, in all likelihood, would be 

' discussed and that such discussion would not be in the interests of the 

consuming countries, This resistance was based on the conviction that 

sooner or la.ter the forces of competition would reduc,e ooil prices. 

Immediately after imposition of the oil ecbargo (l<hich for:oally was 
' 

directed only at the Netherlands and the United States, because of their 

support fa: Israel), Japan, in an open effort to curry favor with the 

Arab .oil producers, called on Israel to yield the occupied territories. 

Even earlier, the United States (openly supported by Germany, but· 

only silently supported by a nui.ber of other European countries) opposed 

.
1 

changing the formula for the allocation of Special Dra1.fing Rights (SDRs) 

\ .to favor economic developceut, on the grounds that monetary management 
! 

and resource transfers for development should not be commingled. And 

I 
I 
I 
i 

·J 
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the United States had also opposed the extension of tariff preference 

to less developed .countries, whereas the European Community and Japan 
. ' 

·' 
each made a symbolic nod toward develoJ:)ing countries by introducing a 

' system of tariff preferences in mid-1971, although the systems then 

introduced were shamefully restrictive in the degree of preference · 

actually provided. (The United States, bowing to international pres-

sure, also introduced tariff preferences in 1975, with a.scheme.less 

restrictive than the European and Japanese ones, although it could 

hardly be called generous.) Resistance to price-raisirig commodity 

agreements has been more general among western countries, with the 

.exceptions of Canada (which as a a large exporter of primary products 

would stand to gain) and France. 

... , The. general picture, then, i . .P one of western governments being. 

skeptical of most of the proposa!s that have been put forward in the 

nam<> of a ne•" int.<o>rr;ational economic order, but differing among them-

selves 1n their willingness to discuss the various proposals and 

I· even, if necessary, to implement them. The United States (often 

·, .... 

supported by West Germany) has tended to.adopt a principled stand 

on the desirability of preserving relatively free markets, whereas 

other western countries have t·ended to adopt a more· pragmatic approach 

aimed at mollifying the developing countries. 

Ethical and Prudential Reasons for Resource Transfer 

The calls for a new international order raise a host of questions 

some concerning the philosophical foundations of claims for resource 

transfers between nations -- or indeed between individuals --, some 

concerning the system of governance at the global level, and some 

concerning the desirabilityand the feasibility of the particular 

proposals that have been advanced. It is not possible, in a short 

paper, to deal with all these questions satisfactorily, since a 

fair assessment must deal sometimes with profound philosophical 

questions and at other times with technical economic evaluation of 

the consequences of certain policies. But a modest philosphical 

···excursion on the rationale.for resource transfers will be useful in 

• putting.· the proposals into broad perspective, before turning to some 

constructive suggestions for the North-South dialogue. 
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Although many of us have come to take the desirability of 

foreign assistance for granted, it is not in fact self-evident that 

·nations should voluntarily relinquish some part of their incomes 

to provide transfers to other nations. Incomes in industrial 

countries, while high both by historical standards and in C?mparison· 

with incomes in many parts of the world today, have not yet reached 

the point of psychological satiation. We know from the perennial 

battle over wage claims and from the often agonizing decisions that 

h~ve to be made over the size of government expenditures.that indus-, 

trial countries can quite comfortably absorb higher incomes than they 

now have. 

Thea:guments for extracting some (usually tiny) fraction of 

this. income for transfers to other poorer countries have rested 

partly on ethical or moral grounds, party on grounds of prudence 

and political expediency. There. has been a good deal of tension 

between the ethical arguments anll the prudential arguments, for 

they often require both the charqcter and the direction.of foreign 

assistance to be quite different. Ethical arguments call for 

transfers from the rich to the poor, while prudential ~rguments call 

for transfers to those who can harm. There is a second tension 

which is likely to become even more pronounced in the years to come, 

:between the ethical arguments for foreign assistance and the 

exaggerated sense of national sovereignty which all nations, but 

especially in this context developing nations,.have acquired. I 

want to·:say something about each of these tensions, but particular.ly 

the second one. 

The western industrial nations have a long tradition, both of 
. ' . 

religion and of rationalism, favoring a distributive justice 

thatpushes toward greater equality. The Christian tradition of 

charity is deeply rooted. Economists have perhaps'been more influenced 

by. the rationalistic utilitarian. t:r·adi tion, which early attempted to 

show that a more equal distribution of income would lead to greater 

overall welfare. More recently, we have the attempt by the philosopher 

John Rawls to show, through original social contract reasoning, 

that society should organize itself to maximize the net income of 
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those of its members that are worst off. There are intellectual_ 

difficulties with all these various attempts to rationalize some 

measure of redistribution toward greater equality, from Bentham's 

sum-of-utili ties ·to ·Rawls' maximiri criterion. But it is sig?ificant 

that the effort persists; and there is little doubt that the senti-. 

ment for some form of distributive justice -- if not in circumstance, 

then at least in opportunity to better one's circumstance-- is very 

strong. And there is_widespread recognition that adequate nutrition, 

health, and (in today's world)education are necessary conditions 

for creating and taking advantage of opportunities for individual 

'. 
betterment. 

i 
. ;~ 

This is not the occasion to dissect ·the various· ethical frameworks that·. 

have been put forward. But it is important to note that all of the main lines 

of ethical thought apply to individuals (or families), not to collectivities 

, such as nations. Much recent discussiop on transfer of resources falls 

uncritically into the practice of what ~ would call anthropomorphizing 
·, 

',nations, of treating nations as though ~hey are individuals and extrapolating 

' ' to them on the basis of average per .capita income the various ethical 

arguments that have been developed to apply to individuals. This is not 

legitimate. If ethical arguments are to be used as a rationale for transferring 

resources, either a new set of ethical principles applicable to nations must 

:be developed, or the link between resource transfers must be made· back to 

the .individuals that are the ultimate subjects of standard ethical reasoning. 

We need .therefore to ask explicitly about the connectives between any given 

proposed transfer of resources and the ultimate ethical-objectives that &re 

to be served. 

Not to ask questions about these linkages would be morally obtuse. Yet 

. to ask them involves peer.ing inside the national shell, an activity which 

i many developing countries view as a _gross and unwarranted infringement of 

' I 

their national sovereignty. The current mood among developing countries 

resists strongly the notion that donor nations have a legitimate interest, 

much less (on the above argument) a moral obligatio~) to inquire closely into 

the use of resource transfers to be sure that their ethically-based ?bjectives 

! are· being served. 

A clear impasse thus results. Ethical arguments, based on the welfare 

of individuals,_ cannot be used to support resource transfers that do not serve 



the ethica'l aims; bi.lt atteiUp't~- f~ assure the service of ethical 

aims leads to rejection by recipi'ent countries as an affront to 

national sovereignty. 

If we are to justify re.source transfers on ethical grounds, 

it must be on the basis of knowledge that the transfetred resources 

will benefit those residents of the recipient countries that are 

clearly worse off than the worst-off "taxed"- (includi-ng taxes levied· 

\, 
\ 

impli~itly through commodity prices) residents of the donor countries. 

That is, general transfers must be ·based on some kind of performance 

criterion satisfied by t~e recip_~ent country, or else transfers should 

. be made only in a form that bene;J:its directly those who the ethical 

arguments suggest should be benefited. But this proposition has 

profound implications for the ac¥ep_tabili ty of a number of proposals 

outlined above, for it implies that no completely general transfer of 

resources from country to country can be supported on ethical grounds .. 

This restrictiqn would encompass the proposal for more SDRs to be 

allocated to poor countries, general debt relief, and actions 

to improve tnot merely to stabilize) the terms of trade of develop

ing countries. Ethically based transfers should discriminate among 
\ - . 

recipient countries on the'basis of performance in improving, 

directly!to)indirectly, the well-being of their general population, 
·" 

and/or they should discriminate among uses of the transfers to 

maximize the flow of benefits to those who are the intended benefi-

ciaries, which generally mean concentration on general nutrition, 

health care, and education in the recipient countries. 

Pursuit of distributive justice is not the only reason for 

giving foreign assistance. There are "prudentiaJ.'' reasons as well; 

foreign_ assistance can play a role, occasionally even a decisive role, 

in maintaining good relations b~tween donor and recipient countries 

and more_generally in giving recipient countries enough of a stake 

in ongoing international arrangements to behave according to conven

tions accep_table to the donor nations. Here it is governments, not 

indiv~duals, that are the relevant units for examination, and the 

appropriateness of assistance is not necessarily related to economic 

performance and is certainly not related to relative poverty. On 

the contrary, it will tend to be the better off developing nations 
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that could; if so minded, create the greatest ·difficulty for the 

·developed nations, both in the short and in the long run, in terms 
. '"·· 

of such issues as making nuclear weapons, s~pporting radical po~i-
' 

tical activities in other countries, or withholding cooperation1 

from issues of global concern that requires their cooperation. 

Therefore, these middle-range countries, not the poorest ones, .are 

the most likely recipients of assistance. Moreover, prudential 

consiperations often (though not always) dictate that assistance 

should flow bilaterally, from individual donor to individual re-

cipient, rather than through multilateral channels. Thus, it is 

unlikely that completely general transfers of resources, such as 

the SDR-link or general debt relief, would be supportable by pru-

. 'dential .considerations either; indeed, several of the most important 

developing countries have specifically rejected the suggestion of 

across-the-board debt relief, presumably on grounds they can do 

better without it. 

Less developed countries are themselves ambivalent on the 

' question of appropriated foreign assistance. On the one hand, they 

have expressed disappointment. that the developed countries are not 

meeting the official development assistance target of 0.7 percent. 

of gross national product in each donor country that was agreed in.the 

United Nations General Assembly. On the other hand, they have a 

host of dissatisfactions with foreign assistance, both bila.teral 

and multilateral, as it is actually administered. Too many conditions 

attach to such assistance -- stipulations regarding economic policy 

on program loans, requirements to buy in the donor country giving 

bilateral assistance, limitations on the types.o~goods and services 

that can be purchased with project loans, and so on. The reactions, 

of course, vary from country to country, and in ma.n:1[ instances the 

restrictions are not onerous, or may even be welcome. But the donor-

recipient relationship is an intrinsically difficult one, and is. 

likely to leave both parties dissatisfied. 

The ambivalence in developing countries is met by increasing 

questioning in donor countries about whether foreign aid is worth-

while to the recipients and justifiable to themselves. The United 

Nations target of one percent of donor-nation gross national product to be 
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transferred (thro~gh private as well as official channels, through 

official export''2'redits as well a;' foreign aid grants) to developing 

countries was in fact achi.,ved for the first ti!!le in 19 7 5, for a to tal 

of $39. billion. It is a coffiffient on the times that there was no 

rejoicing, only assertions that the a!!lounts were not high eri_ough · 

and the ter.ns were not easy enough. There is an intrinsic difficulty 

with .direct resource transfers between countries based on dis.tributive 

consi.derations: more is never enoug~, so targets are arbitrary and 

their attainment merely provides ~h~ occasion for setting a higher 

target. 

·.With ·respect to conditions attaching to foreign assistance, it is 

wor.th noting that while inter-governmental transfers within •countries 

are common, they usually carr; with them strong implicit or explicit 

conditions. Totally unconditional transfers, such as the developing 

countries are calling for, are rare. In -most countries (e.g., Britain, 
' 

France) local governments are the l~gal creatures of the national 

gove·rnment, so the recipient is directly accountable to. the government 

which is making the grant. In Federal countries such as the Cnited 

States certain sub-national governments (the states) nave a constitu-

tional existence and are not subordinate to the national government. 

But US goverament grants to the separate States are all conditional. 

Either they are restricted to certain categories of expenditure, by 

·program, such as highway construction, aid to faoilies with dependent 

children, urban renewal, improvement of sewage syste:ns, etc._, with 

financial accountability to the federal government under each program. 
I 

o'r, in the case of "revenue sharing," the/ are not -~est;.ricted as to 

program, but they are subj~ct to general requirements on the behavior 

of· the. recipient State, notably on questiDI\.s of civii ri.ghts and 

racial or sex discrimination, conditions of a type and stringency 

that would strongly offend developing countries if applied to them. 

Thus even within the United States, with its relatively high homo-

geneity of values and where governments are politically responsible 

I' 
I 

to the same voting publics, transfers are used to influence the \ 

pattern of expenditure and' governmental behavior. Totally unconditional 
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aid is not congenial. 

A clear impasse exists on the question of unrestric·ted trans- . 

fers from developed to less developedH dountries. The less developed 

countries demand more in transfers, channeled in a variety of dif-

ferent ways: higher commodity pJ;ices, a larger share ·in the crea-

tion of international money, straight foreign aid, and so on. 

Given the c.urrent American suspicion of government in general,· and · 

of the governments of.less developed countries in particular, these 

proposals are not likely to be well received. 2 

Proposals for a.new intern<'ltional economic order involve a deep 

paradox: developing countries want maximum freedom of action and 

ass~rt strongly their demands for sovereign-equality, including lack 

of interference in their internal affairs. Yet many of the propo-

sals they have put forward, if implemented, would require profound 

internal changes within the western countries, for example, with 

respect to the functioning of markets, the generation and dissemination 

of technical· knowledge, the enforcement of contracts, and tax-

expenditure programs. The inconsistency in position has not been 

missed. 

In reality, the proposition that countries should not be sub

ject to outside-generated influence and change -- developed and less 

developed countries alike -- is untenable in today's inte~dependent 

world. An extreme position of self-reliance, such as China and 

Burma each adopted, would be required. Collective self-reliance, 

now strongly supported by many leaders in developing countries, 

will not be sufficient to assure insulation from outside influence • 

. ,. . 
lThe same is true with respect to' individuals, as the un.

successful struggle over the "negative income tax" testifies. 
These proposals would have entitled individuals to grants that de
pended only on income and ·a few other factors, such as family size, 
and they would have replaced the current complicated system of wel
fare payments, which in principle involve a variety of conditions 
on the behavior of the welfare recipient, including periodic inves
tigations by welfare workers. But American concern with "free riders" 
has so far proved too great to permit substitution of the simpler 
system for the more complex -- and demeaning -- system of welfare. 
Some western countries, however, impose fewer conditions on their 
recipients of welfare. 

2rronically, at the present time, the proposals that are 
most suspect in the Congress and with the American people are those 
that are made by certain less dev.eloped countries and are supported 
by the US Administration. But the legacy of Vietnam will presumably 
pass in the course of time. 
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In the context of resource transfers, donor countries will at least 

want enough influence to assure that the funds are used ·for their 

stated purposes, whether those be to foster. economic development, 

to relieve poverty, or what. have you. ·One· way to provide. some 

assurance that the transferred funds are in fact serving tosatisfy· 

basic human needs is to restrict their use, with appropriate auditing, 
·'? 

to activities that in their nature will do that. Examples would 

be activities to increase the.production of food, to improve water 

supplies and sanitation facilities,• to extend local health care 

and family planning clinics, and so on. Developing countries could 

be told that funds are available for incremental activities in the 

areas indicated, subject to periodic audit for effectiveness. Be-

yond that, the recipient country would be on its own. 

More generally, however,"tr11nsfer of resources" is· an unfor-

tunate choice for emphasis in dii>cussions of the new international 

economic order, for it suggests ~aking from one group and giving 

to another, a process which is rarely harmonious and which is es

pecially unlikely to be so when the developing.countries insist that 

the transfers be made with minimum of scrutiny and guidance, for 

that undermines the one basis on which transfers are likely to be 

agreeable to those making them, namely, .satisfying general senti-

ments in favor of distributive justice. 

The implicit assumption underlying focus on resource transfers 

is that.B's route to prosperity is by getting it from A. In game-

theoretic terms, it involves a zero-sum game: B's gain is A's loss, 

and vice versa. This has been the dominant assumption throughout 

much of human history, and rema~ns the dominant assumption within 

many developing countries today. A major contribution to material 

success in western countries was the ability to break out of that 

framework into "positive sum" thinking: the 18th century doctrine 

of progress shifted the "game" from one of man against man to 

one of main against a parsimonious nature; By cooperating·with one 

another, or by establishing political-economic regimes whereby men's 

actions were mutually reinforcing rather than mutually destructive, 

men could improve their collective condition and at least lay the 

groundwork for improving the condition of each one of them. 
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Possibilities for Mutual Gai~ 
..... ~ .. 

Human "solidarity" is not a sentiment in harmony wi·th zero-· 

sum thinking. If we want to achieve global· solidarity rather than 

global discord, the emphasis must be shifted to the areas in which 

there are possibilities for inutual gain. Here is not .the p1ace 

to spell such areas out in.detail, but five in the economic arena 
.:• 

can be mentioned briefly. 

First, the commercial policies of the developed countries 

should be geared more clearly toward accommodating the growth in 

exports of industrial products fr:om developing countries.· In par

ticular, tariff structures that qow distort the location·of early-

stage processing of raw materials in developed countries should 

be altered to permit economic location nearer to the raw materials. 

In the long run, all countries would gain by such a change; In 

addition, the developed countries should avoid the use of trade 

restrictions on competitive manutactures from developing countries; 

problems of dislocation to domestic industries can be handled with 

adjustment assistance to the fa9tors that are injured. The 

developing countries would do well to concentrate their negotiating 

efforts on limiting the resort to "safeguards" by developed coun-. 

tries rather than on gaining further preferences on paper. They 

would also gain by reducing their own sometimes absurdly high pro-

tection against imports, which increasingly will deny other develop-

ing countries important markets.and inhibit mutually productive 

specialization among developing countries. 

Second, .the western countries should manage their own economies 

much better than they have in the past; that a~o~ would go a long 

way toward stabilizing.the export earnings of developing countries. 

To the extent that they fail to manage demand smoo~hly, they can 

rightly be called upon to provide foreign exchange assistance to 

developing countries through generous compensatory financing arrange-

ments. Beyond this, both developed and developing countries have 

an interest in reducing the wild commodity price fluctuations such 

as. have been experienced in the past decade. Reducin~price vari

ability is a task distinct from raising average prices, and has 

much greater chance ;for realization. Wide price swings, quite 

' 
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apart from their effects on earnings, are disturbing both to con~ 

sumers and to producers, and commodity agreements based on buffer 

stocks could red~ce the variation of prices. 

Third, the high mobility of multinational corporations creates 

potential problems for all governments, home governments a~ well as 

host governments. At .their best, multinational corporations can 

contribute greatly to the process of economic development (but those 

countries that do not accept this judgment, or for other reasons 

prefer not to rely on them, should not be pressured into doing so.) 

But by skillful manipulation, they can also evade taxes and exchange 

control regulations, exert undue influence on national policies, 

and diminish world competition. Governments have a collective inter

est-in providing an environment in which the.social benefits from 

the activities of these great corporations can be enjoyed while mini

mizing the costs. In particular, closer cooperation on global anti

trust policy and on disclosure of financial information should be 

undertaken. 

Fourth,·management of some of the.global "commons" requires 

the joint efforts of many" nations. This is especially true of the 

world's stocks of marine life·anq of the quality of the oceanic and 

atmospheric environments. Many of these are regional rather than 

global issues, and global solutions would often be inappropriate. 

But international cooperation on a regional basis is essential for 

effective management. Moreover, the revenue potential of proper 

management of the world's fish stocks is substantial, but cooperation 

in installing the right kind of management regime is essential not 

only if the stocks are to be utilized for maximum human benefit .but 

also to realize those potential revenues. 1 

Fifth, in the long run the relationship between the earth 1s. 

food supply and its population will govern whether· it can evolve 

into a humane, plur_al_i_stic _global society or .whether large masses 

of people are condemned to starvation and the populations of the· 

relatively rich countries must inure themselves to the continuing 

!Potential revenues are estimated at over $2 billion 
a year at today's levels of harvest from the oceans. 
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presence of poverty, destitution, and starvation -- with undesirable 

consequences for their' owh system'·of':;,a-lues. Sound long:;-term 

policy calls for whatever efforts can effectively be made by the 

developed countries -- part~through financial assistance, partly 

through transfer of relevant technology --'- to improve_ food .supplies, · 

nutrition, family planning information, and general health care in 

the developing countries. 

These suggestions are not meant to exclude resource transfers 

from developed to developing nations indeed, proper management of 

the oceans would generate a useful source of revenue for such trans-

fers -- but rather to shift the' focus of discussion away from those 

areas that are in their nature conflictual and potentially acrimoni-

ous; to -those areas where all participants to a negotiation among 

sovereignly equal natio~s may hope for some gain. Such a shift in 

foc.us would improve substantially the prospects for a new inter-

national economic order. 
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'· The Hixed Economy: 

Some comments on the European E:Xp6rience 

by 

Wolfgang Hager 

Bonn, February 1977 

The chairman o:f a British state-owned (!) corporation recent

ly delivered himself of a remarkable outburst. Government, he 

said, had been "playing God in the market place with disastrous 

consequences". It had become "a vast industrial conglomerate, 

piling one unhappy acquisition on top of another, without pur- ·

pose or direction, devoid over large areas of any proper finan

cial control". The preservation of-democracy and even elemen

tary efficiency required a retrenc.hm.ent of the arrogant inter

ventionist urges of politicians-and civil servants. 
1 

Nr. Roy: 

Jenkins recently asked whether democracy could survive when 60 % 
of GNP vas distributed over _the government budge.t. 

1955-59 

1965-69 

1974 

Source: 

THE GROWTH OF PUBLIC EXPENDITURE IN BRITAIN 

(As % ·of GNP) 

Total public public transfers 
publ. exp. consump. investm~ and loans 

41.1 18.9 7.6 14.7 

48.2 20.2 9.8 16.0 

57.3 22.9 10. 1 24.3 

• 

Economic Trends 

1 Sir Frank HcFadzean, Chairma..Yl of British Airways, Financial 
Times, Novemper 17, 1976. 
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The growth or public expenditure in all Western countries 

raises is sues, not all. of w·hich shall cone ern us here~ I in tend 

to use the -term ''mixed economy 11 ~n the narrow sense of state 

interventions at the micro-ecqnomic level through a manipula-

tion of' the relative prices of the factors of production and -of 

-t;heir allocation in the market. A:Lthough a clear dividing lj_ne 

tm<ards b;o other forms or state intervention - regulation and 

the welfare state - can not always be made, I see both these 

instruments by the state to respond to public needs as essentially 

market-conform alternatives to the mixed economy. The line 

becomes blurred ;/hen regulation involves e.g. fiscal incentives, 

or when 1<elfare state objec-tives are- pursued via state-rem 

services like edu~ation. 

I hope to avoid these difficulties of definition by sticking 

-'largely -to the industrial sector. This limitation- of the subject 

also helps to avoid some of the very large questions familiar 

from the socialist-conservative debate about the essence of free

dom (freedom to choose or freedom from 1<ant and security). 

Rather I intend to tell a rather tragic tale about a heroic 

attempt - to create ;;ealth and to use it for public purposes -

which almost came off. 

My principal assignment, if I see it correctly, i-s to communi

cate some of the more exotic aspects, "cif the_ con:J::emporary European 

-predicament by tempering criticism with sympathy. While ignorance 

and greed played-their part in creating_the problems of the 

contemporary European political economy, so did bad lu-c'k:.-- "He 

never had a chance" is of course the starting point of many

efforts, domestic and now also internat:Lonal, _which lead "to 

the manipulation of economic forces. Yet I for one_:would not 
• 

w:Lsh to live in a society where this argument was considered 

irrelevant. 

The\POst-war origins 

The starting point of the story was the existence of serious 

deficiencies in the economic 'and social systems of 20th century 

'"Europe;- -and the emergence of :a value system which refused to' 
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take these deficiencies for granted. The latter fact, a cultural 

phenomenon, is all too often left out of account in abstrac·t 

discus si oilS on the economic behavior of nations. '11-ro things follow 

from :i:t: One i·s that politicians never had the option of benign 

neglect enjoyed by their America.'1. and Japanese colleagues; the 

second j_s that the amount of state efforts to cope wj.th defien

cies is determined, to a considerable part, by the gravity of 

the deficiencies themselves. These vary among countries and 

aver time, 

Fascism and communism overe, among other things, attempts to 

cope ovi th these deficiencies. While post-ovar Ives tern ·v;urope -opted 

for less drastic policies, a strnng belief in the capacity of 

government ·persisted in most countries. In a sense, this is less 

puzzling than ·the re-assertion of anti--Elizabethan instincts in 

post-Roosevelt America. Had not fascist, comm:Unist, and Western ovar 

economies·moved mountains? 

Of course there overe voices ovhich ovarned against overtaxing 

democracy ovith tasks requiring a more robust form of governance. 

Yet the reverse also played a subtle role in shaping post-ovar 

behaviour: democracy had to prove its legitimacy through per

forming-according to the high standards of expectation fostered 

by ideology and past experience ovith alternative systems •. 

What ·.,ere the "deficiencies and rigidities" w·hich governments 

had to overcome? The case of the pace-setters of the post-ovar 

mixed economy, Italy and France, can best be understood by seeing 

them, as they sm; themselves, as. developing coLmtries. Not only 

were ·they, by European standards, agrarian societies, they also 

shared a non-entrepreneurial banking system ovhich had deprived 

industry of risk capital for decades. In addition,· industrialisa

tion was very unevenly spread in the country. For Italy, the 

problems of the Nezzogiorno touched the very basis of its·national 
' existence (as did later Ireland and Scotland for Britain). 
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S~nce these deficienc~es had persdsted for a very long t~me, 

it seemed reasonable to ·assume that the spontaneous forces of 

the market \fould not rel~.eve them ~n the future. Both countr~es 

started the post-war period with a large nationalised bank~ng 

se·ctor, as well as a number of nat~onal~sed compan~es. Italy, 

1,;isely, in~ tially delegated most of the tasks of modern~ sa tion 

and reg~onal development to such a company, IRI, w·ith the 

national~sed banking sector•playing a supportive role. France, 

w~th a·different trad~tion and w~th bureaucrat~c resources second 
1 . 

to none, used the state's command over cred~t as a tool for 

manipulating the pr~vate sector. It ~s important to note that 

··both models proved so succes'sful in ·the 1 fifties, ·that other· 

count·r~es copied features of them in the sixties. 

In Northern Europe most people initially assumed that the 

task of post-war reconstruct~on, ·and the ma~ntenance of a fair 

distribution of scarce. resources among a disaffected citiz-enry 

would requ~re very considerable state intervention for a long 

time. When the resiliency of the economies became apparent; a...'ld 

Marshall Plan aid prom~sed to loosen- the constra~nts of scar

city, a. more or less conscious decision to return to ·a free 

enterprise system was made. At the same time, large.ly without 

impinging o:q/the market economy itself, extensive w·elfare .syst.ems 

were developed. This alternat~ve to the mixed economy, the 

seperation between market and welfare, ,.,.as no where as complete 

as in socialist Sweden and centrist-conservative Germany. In 

Germany, however, ·it was formulated into a theory, the "Soziale 

Marktwirtschaft 11 , which has since hardened into a. secular reli

gion, almost as important to the basic· political consensus as the 

1 It is interesting to note that Ita.ly, unlike France, re-
.... frained, from insti.tuting .. a . 1cPlan" until the. early 1 sixties ( Comi

tate rnterinii!esteriale .. Prograinmazione Economica, CIPE,. a 
··quite ~neffective body). '~'h~le the Plan• s technocrat~c featues, 
notably ind~cat~ve forecas·t;ing, can be transposed to fo:c'eign 
soil, its operat~ve parts cannot. The close dialogue between 
officials and business leaders depends on a shared educational 
e:xperien.c.e .. .- :..tb.e~Px:.andas .• Ecoles. - which finds its only . 
counterpart in the club of graduates from the University of 
Tokyo. vrho run contemporary Japan. 
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const~tution ~tself~ 

This picture or the fil'st decade of post-war normalcy would 

be even more grossly simplified than it is if mention were not 

made of the matter-of-fact attitude of all European countries 

towards the quasi-industrial service sectors: rail, electricity, 

post and telecomrnunj_cations~ as ~nfra-structure which had to be 

supplied by the state (sometimes even coal and steel were seen 

in this light). Subsidisatj_on of these sectors, in this initial 

phase, was often an act of deliberate policy: a way to subsidise 

industry in general and to keep inflation under control. Only 

later did these sectors develop into heavy burdens on all coun

tries 1 .budgets; not only because of inflexi.bl-.e management, but 

also because governments saddled these handy instruments with 

too ·many tasks of general economic policy (regional, manpo1,-er, 

procurement-industrial, anti-inflation policy)._These sectors 

were thus the precursors of later failures of the mixed economy. 

A·number of generalisations can be made.about the European 

experience of the fifties which should prevent us from making 

ea'Sy judgments on the merits of the mixed economy.· The first 

point to make is that both the "liberal" and the more "managed" 

·countries were successful in promoting high growth, consistent

ly more successful than the United States. Andrew Shonfield 

sees a major explantion in the ability of the Eurppean wel

fare state at that time to generate high· savings- inspite of 
-. 

the seemingly inher.ent tendencies of such states to over-con-

sume. Whil.e in Latin Europe venturesome' state banking contri

buted towards this success, in Northern Europe heavy corporate 

taxation which could be avoided by the re-investment of profits, 

and the establishment of obligatory social insurance systems, 

helped to mobilise investment capital. 
1 

A crucial feature of 

the success of the 'fifties was, or course, the then prevalent 

reconst-ruction ~entali·ty of the trade unions, whic.h allowed these 

instruments of forced saving to w·ork. 

1 Andrew Shonfield, Nodern Capitalism, The Changing Bala...'l.ce of 
Public and Private Pow·er, issued under the auspices of the 
Roya:t_ .. Lnstitute of International Affairs,_ Oxford Universi-ty_. 
Press 1965, p. 6. . 
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Ii'ree trade: Threat to fr-ee enterprise? 

The comparativel.y modest involvement of the state in the 

economy of the 1 fifties took place under c.ondit].ons of limited 

and managed external trade. Tariffs, quotas, exchang-e controls, 

etc. ><ere only dismantled ·to a limited (if crucially important) 

deg-ree through the OEEC, and then on a regional basis only. The 

fonnding of the Common Market, and the restauration of currency 

convertibility in the late fifties ><hich put into effect earlier, 

and rather theoretical tariff concessions, ush.ered in .-a ne"v 

period of growth for state intervention into the economy. 

! 
To put this reaction into perspective, it is useful to remind 

ourselves that few nations anY'<here in the world have embarked 

on an experiment of this magnitude and opened their economies 

.to out.siders ... :to .-this degree •. Foreign trade nm< acconnts for al

most a quarter of GNP on average in these conntries,. and in 

the crucial sector of manufactures the proportion is about· double 

this figure. The US and J'apan, especially, if one considers the 

heavy raw:material content of their imports, are not even in 

the same league •. cThe proximity.· and basic similarity of the 

major trading partners (i.e. other Western Europeans) meant that 

trade could and did t~ce place.ove~ the entire range of produc-

' ,., · .tion. ·Being squeezed be.tweeri the. high-technology .domination· of··.·~--·· 

the US and the low-technology challenge· of the Third World added 

to the pressures. 

.. ~- .. -~.c~. N•ot·•surpTi•s:icngly,.· ··there-fore ,c • most European· governments•.-swore. 

their oath of allegiance to a liberal world economy-with .their 

fingers crossed behind their backs. Governments intervened, both 

in order to strenghten, prophylactically as it were, weak sectors, 

and in order to take' part in the race for the establishment of 

advanced iridustries~ In a sense, much of West·ern Europe "passed 

from tariff pro:tectionism to financial protectionism", 
1 

·and by 

the same token from what one could call"macro-economic", non

int·erventionist protect±onism'to :micro-economic, interventi'onist· 

protectionism. 

1 Romano Prodi, "Italy", in: Big Business and the State, ed. by 
"" .... _, ,., , '"", ... Raymond .Vernon ,. -Harvard ··University Press, . Cambridge., ... J.lassa..,- · ". 

chusetts 1974, s, 45. 
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A second element of internat~onal l~~eralisat~o~ pushed 

governments in the same direction: the freeing of capital move

ments, and hence the threat of foreign purchasers taking con

trol over key economicsectors. Together these two forms of 

protectionism' led to the policy of ''national champions••, 1 the 

creation of ·,stro:a.g compa_nies able to meet or_ thwart interna

tional competj:tion,. The instru~ents 1.vere various: 

- expansion of nationalised industries into high technology 

sectors (IRI and' especially ENI in Italy; nuclear industry in 

France and Britain) with the aid of financing through the 

public purse or state-o1med banks, social insurane~ funds, et:c. 

- the induced merger of fragmented industries ..with the help of 

credit incen~tives, often under specially set up 'marriage 

bureaus' (e~g,. ·t]?.e IRC in·Britain),. The French steel, aero

space, naval, and computer industries are examples. 

the en~couragement of mergers through benevolent suspension 

of anti-trust la•;~s (German steel). 

- ~priviledged procurement relations between state and favoured 

firms, which thereby could be forced to merge (e.g. the 

nuclear and aerospace sectors) • 

. -very substantial R & D grants to f'avoured.firms {i.n France. 

35 ~of all private sectors R & D). 

If the term "champion" suggests a race horse, a quite 

different animal came in time to profi~t from some of the. same 

instruments: the lame duck. Increasingly, firms which failed to 

keep up with international competition had:to be rescued. Often 

the creation of national champions and the bailing out of bank

rupt. firms occurred simultaneously, as in the case of French 

steel in the mid-sixties, ·and of the Bri ti.sh motor industry 

in the early seventies. Sometimes the rearing of a technological 

leader changed into the support of a lame duck, 

intervening period of commercial viability.~ The 

without an 
.case in. point 

Concorde ls 20 

1 The best treatment of this period is found in Raymond Vernon, 
ed., Bi,g; Business and the State. 
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E-ven GeTJnany engaged in a .. n extensive "Strukturpolitik'' to 

render vreak sectors 1.ike textiles and shipbuilding "comPetitive 11 , 

a. term 1vhich falsely suggests an adherence to market principles .. 

Trade may have contrj_buted to the growing ''eakness of European 

industry in ways more subtle than just by revealing losses of 

comparative advantage. One such effect may have been the intro

duction of genuine competition to such a degree _that profit 

levels "ere depressed for all but the strongest. The various ways 

in which the market economy saves itself from its w-orst ex

cesses, i-.e. through restrictive busi!less practises, ,·in:formal 

oligopolies or formal cartelS, did not disappear in this period, 

but '>'ere less effective as entrants to the market multiplied. 

Lmi rates of profit and hence investment led, of course, to a 

cumulative loss of technological advantage. 1fhile governments 

are usually accused of contributing to low profits through 

high taxes, in Italy and Britain they seem to have given almost 

as much as they have taken. The "principle of the squeaking 

w)leel'~, e.g. short-term employment considerations; have consisten-t: 

ly assured that money flowed to the '>'eakest sectors, ·starving 

the more successful ones of capital. 

A further consequence_ of the liberalisation of·economic 
. . 

transactionswhich gave a boost to the mixed economy in Europe 

was the· failure o:f macro-economic managemen·t 1vhic_h resulted 

from it. 
1 

The need to maintain growth, full employment, a.t-olerable 
. . 

rate of job mobility, a reasonable-income distribution ·between 

regions and cJ.asses is common to all European governments. To 

the extent these aims could be realised through macro-economic 

policies, the private sector remained free and the economy: 

prospered. Th~ exception is Britain, which received such violent 

doses .of macro-economic management in the first two post-w-ar 

decades (before giving up its liberal convictions ru<d being 

,. 
See also 1folfgang }lager, Europe's Economic Security, Non
energy issues in the international political economy, The 
Atlantic Papers 3/1975, Chapter 1 and 2. 
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forced into micro-economic management) that private industry 

suffered heavily. 

With the exception of It.aly, Hhere belief in Keynsian macro

economic policy was always \{eak a:nd 1\'·here counter-cjclical in

vestment programmes by the public sector are an established 

feature, the rest of Europe seemed, until the late sixties, to 

pursue a steady path mvay from the micro-economic conjcmctural 

(as OjJp&sed to sectoral).·:lntervention of the early post-war 

years. An example is France, Hhere Keynsian theory only came 

into its own in the sixties. 

There are signs that the shift Hhich occurred in the post-

1var decades :from reliance on micro- to macro-economic ·tools 

of management is now being reversed. The reason for this is, of 

course, the failure of rnacro-edonomic policy in the seventieso 

Wnile there are many reasons for this failure, increased economic 

_interdependence is doubtlessly one of them. The .liberalisation 

of trade and capital movements has produced a genuine.Horld 

economy uhich has taken on a life of its mvn. Fluctuations in 

total demand, both inflationary and recessionary (probably 

amplified rather than drunpened by international coordination 

of policy) have taken on such a magnitude, that national 

countercyclical tools are simply overHhelmed.· 

This has two consequences for the grmvth of the mixed economy 

One is that micro-economic intervention is brought in to 

supplement the_blunt tools of macro-economic management. 

Attempts at wage and/or price contra]_ in Britain, France, _Italy, 

and Sueden are one example of_the suspension of market forces 

for demand management purposes. Other examples are the grmfing 

importance of countercyclical investment grants and policies 

for public and private mterprises in all· European countries. 

During the slump of ·1968 to '1971 public investment in Italy 
• : J ' • • • 

rose from one third to one half· of gross fixed capital forma-._ 

' tion, a process Hhich had a clearly count·ercyclical effect in 

·the short-term but may have contributed to a (further) mis

allocation of resources in the medium term~ 
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In Brj_tai.n as in other Eu:.(,opean countries, the already heavy 

task of public enterprises and state-run incentive schemes to 

promote grm;th and full employment in general, and 1fi thin 

UJ1favoured reg·ions in particular, have merged imperceptibly 

1fith the manipulation of investment flo1"s for cow>tercyclicaL 

purposes, coupled ,.,..ith selective price controls familiar from 

the infra-structure sectors. Even, Germac~y, during the 1975 

recessi.on, adopted a sect'oral- investllient incent-ive scheme (:for 

building) in addition to :3.cross_the board anti-cyclical alle

viations of corporate tax burdens 1<hich are common to the 

Atlantic world as a 1<hole. 

At least as important as planned micro-economic counter-

cyctical interventions., are· ad hoc rescue operations which be

come necessary to help firms and sectors Hhich are most serious

ly hi t".by the general failure of macro--economic policy. In 

the early seventies, state holding corporations Here founded 

or strengthened in most European countries to help routinise 

the acquisition, financing, and managing of lame ducks. _Even 

free- enterprise minded S1ieden, Hhich for decades had put i·ts 

faith in a civilized form of labour mobility, founded its o,-n 

lame-duck organisa-tion, AB Statsforetag. In Italy Gestioni e 

Partipazione Industriale (GEPI) Has founded to take care of 

·lame ducks, so ·as to relieve IRI of the constant -pressure to 

nationalise them completeJ.y. In Fra.'1.ce, the Industrial 

Development Institute (IDI), also founded in 1970, similarly 

_subscribes equity capital to ailing companies, on the~ >nodel 

of the British IRC (abolished by -the Tories in 1970, but re

born as the National Enterprise Board). 

Space, or rather the knoHledge that lengthy conference-

papers tend to remain unread, prevents me to argue in greater 

detail the thesis that trade leads to adjustment burdens and 

a failure of macro-economic policy· Hhich jointly push most 

European countries'to1iards. increased "mixing" of their economies 

The great liberalisation experiment$initiated in the late 

'<fifties were planned, more or less ·unconsciously, for a 11orld 

economy serenely_ and effectively managed under the Pax Americana. 

They were also based on the assumption, almost uncritically 

adopted from continent-sized ·America, that adjustment capacity 

Has both infinite and hence equal for all countries. 



If nothing else, that powerful indicator of adjustme11t 

c'apacity, the r~te of replacement for capital investrn8nt-, seems 

to be determined by a host of' f'aetors 1>hieh f'orm something like 

a rtat~onal-cultural characteristic: the rate of ~r6fit conii

dcred legitimate, the entrepreneurial spirit of:managers, the 

1\""i,llil}gness of labour to adapt to ne1-.r machines, the amour1t 

of total national saving de"\;oted to social i.nfra-·structure 

investments (claims by the state on the capital markets) etc. 

One -has on.ly to look at the extreme ease of' Japan to realise' 

the socio-cultural determination of' the rate of' capital 

replacement. 

Having said this and, perhaps f'or the love of' a paradox, 

related the deeline of' domestic liberality to the increase in 

global liberalisation, it would be grossly inaccurate to leave 

out of' aecount the domestically produced rigidities in European 

economic and social systems which have reduced the capacity 

to deal with f'luctuations at the very time these 1>ere in

creasing. 

Since 1>e are here on very f'amiliar ground.they need· only 

be stated brief':Ly. One cause f'or rigidity is the increased 

struggle over distribution in all cow:1tries as the post-war 

reconstruction mentality f'aded and deferral of consurnption in 

f'avour of investment became harder to justify. This not on;Ly 

applies to industrial w.ages·. but also to demands by groups 

such as civil servants or farmers, w~ose claims have to be 

met via taxation. High 1>ages and taxes combine to \veaken 

companies and make them ripe for state aid. 

A high level of corporate taxation, moreover,· has come to 

assume a symbolic aspect in Europe, as the quasi-logical 

counterpart of wage restraints. Recently, a tax cut considered 

necessary by-the Dutch goverhment to stimulate investment·acti

vity could no·t be pushed through against politieal opposition, 

so that direct grants to industries with employment problems 

1-rere used instead. Similar tales .can be told in most other 

Western European countries. This is one way to speed up the 

spread of the mixed economy. 
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While it is true that the recession brought calls :for an 

equitable sharing of misery as betHeen labour and capital, it 

also brought a slight rehabilitation o:f profits as a source 
. ' 

present, and fut;ure Of job security. Of late, how-ever, these 

gains of capitalist rationality are again being lost as the 

evidence show-s that re-invested profits in _a. recession are 

used to rationalise production with a pbssib.le net loss in 

jobs. 

The legitimacy of profits, and of the righ-t; o:f the ovners 

o:f capital to allocate the surplus created jointly 1fith labour 

has of course become· a live issue, usually discussed nnder ti-1e 

heading o:f w-orker participation (in management and/ or O'I>"'ler

ship). Although the state may get involved in legislating 

such a shift in po1<er (Mitbestimmung, Bullock), this problem 

does not strictly :fall within the definition o:f the mixed 

economy as used here. To do it justice 1fould require another 

paper. 

A :further rigidity is reduced labour mobility. The tradi

tional a·ttachment o:f the European to his home community has 

been reinforced by increased home-ovnership. The i<illingness 

to change skills, too, is reduced:_ by the rapidity of obso

lescence in spite of re-training schemes, and by the tendency 

o:f technology to degrade the skill-level o:f ma..<y j ob13. _The 

revolt against the assembly line, whose clearest symptom-is 

absenteeism, :further reduces the adjus·tment op·tions open to 

industry. 

A great many rigidities, houever, stem :from the,-JlTiixed econom 

itself, i.e.-they are (again a ~aradox) the resul·to:f cop':!ngwith 

earlier rigidi ties·. There c;an be little question that active 

participation by the state in the running o:f enterprises tends 

to slow dmm· their ability to respond to changed circumstances. 

Any multi-layered decision-making s·trucii;ure does, but especiall 

one composed o:f men l<ith quite different expertise and purposes 

i.e. industrialists, civil servants, and politicians. (State 

owne:lihip as such is theoretically a neutral device, as the casE 

of Renaul t or German Salzgitter shm-r. But such ovnership lower~ 

the threshold f'or direct· state intervention.) 
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Not surpr~s~ngly there ~s a l~vely debate, espec~ally ~n 

those countr~es hardest h~t by the pathologj_es of the mixed 

my, on hovr to establish a measure of efficiency into an 

econ 

~ncreas~ngly messy s~tuation~ In Br~tain, the natfPnal~sed 

industries have f~ormed an association to achieve, among other 

things, a more arms-length relationship towards their tutelatbry 

min~stries. On the other hand, the existence of ><hole sectors 

of· private enterpr~se living on the public purse, e.g. ship

building, have .. led to demands for total nationalisation as a 

more honest alternative. In Italy, the communist party argues 

~n favour of de-nationalisation of large parts of manufacturing 

industry. (However, private industry has had access to conside

rable state-aids, and in some cases bent the purposes of 

politicians to their own ends e.g. by building h~gh-technology 

industries h the Mezzog~orno with aids destined to raise em

ployment.) 

Germany: on luck and virtue 

The preearious situation of many other European economies 

serves to enhance Germany's successes. •While it ><ould be correct 

to attribute much of this success to the free-enterprise corninit

rrient of~ industrialists, civil servruLts and politicians alike, 

the reverse causation may also be true: Gerrnany•-s successes bave 

saved it from the necessity of applying second-best-approaches 

to economic order. The example of Germany as much as that of 

Italy supports the proposition that the mixed economy is a 

function (and-only later the cause of).systemic failures. 

Germany's greatest asset is that, with Sweden, it has per-· 

haps the most soph~sticated trade-union movement inthe world. 

This is due ·to luck (The British mili"f<ary government supported 

~ndustry-w-~de -<:Jver .craft unions) and to v~rtue (the compara

tively open-minded attitude of" employers, the will~ngne.ss to 

defer consurnpt~on for a long t~me after the >>ar, the abil~ ty 

of union off~c~als to read balance sheets and nat~onal accounts, 

etc.). This attitude of the trade un~ons practically solved two 

of the pol~cy target.s >V~ch are the despa~r of other governments: 
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price stability (•·rage increases in step "ith productivity in

creases).a:nd balance-of-payments equilibrium (high regard for 

the c ompeti ti "\ales s of export·s). 

A second asset, largely under the heading of.luck, is the 

comparatively even distribution of high value-added indus±rial 

and service activitj.es in the Federal Republic. This has not 

only meant that fever resources had to be made available for 

regional policy, but also that they could be concentrated on 

a few localities a.rtd cases and hence achie.ve lasting. successes. 1 

Direct Regional Aid as '/o of GNP, 1974 

DK D Berlin F IRL I NL UK EEC 
----------------------------------------~--------------------

0.24 0.04 0.14 0.45 0.06 2. 15 0.96 0.05 0.57 0. 31 ° 

EEC \forking Document 

Another element of luck in the German starting posi tibn was 

the existence of very large firms (by then prevai.ling stan-

dards) 11hich. could tackle the huge technological development 

tasks of the post-w·ar period vi thout government help. Aga:in, 

this freed resources for the fe>> sectors ><here help was 

needed, like the nuclear industry, or alloved generous state 

support for irretrievable lame ducks, ·like the coal industry, 

><ithout crippling the economy •. 

The small size of the problems confronting the economy also 

accounts for the success of the small, but ef"ficient, public 

----..,.-----
1 

This statement has to be qualified by the curious story of 
Berlin, subsidised by the Federal Government by about the 
same amount as the German net contribution to· the European 
Community. Berlin's economy, nevertheless, is in about as 
much trouble as the British economy, thus bearing out the 
conservative contention that subsidies are debilitating.· 
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investrnent bank, the Kreditanstalt fur Wiederaufbau -which serves 

(on a modest scale) as a tool of public industrial strategy. 

Another German peculiarity, in striking contrast to France 

and Italy, is the special role of the three large private banks 

in serving as instruments of industrial planning and rationali

s.ation which in other countries have to be taken care of .by 

public bodies. The German practice of transferring to banks 

share-holders' votes (Despotsti~~recht) gives their represen

tatives a powerful voice on the boards of directors, re-inforced 

through close creditor-debtor relationships. Being represented 

on the boards of all major firms in a given sector the banks 

gain a complete picture of the situation and can proffe.r 

advice accordingly. The high technical competence of these in

official planners contrasts favourably wi·th all but their French 
l public counterparts. 

The arg~~ent so far has been to say that Germany had less 

need to take recourse to elements of the mixed economy, either 

because its problems were smaller or informal alternatives were 

available. We seem to be observing two processes in Europe: a 

virtuous circle in Germany and a viscous one in some other 

European countries, forced by weakness to deprive themselves 

of the basis of future strength, ·i.e. by misallocating resources. 

'!'he importance of misallocation rather than capital shortage is 

brought out in the following table: 

Investment and output, 1953-1973 

Manuf. inves·tment 
% of value added 
manufacturing 

Japan 24.2 
Italy 19.5 
Sweden 16.0 
France 15.6 
West Germany 13.3 
U.K. 13.1 
u.s. ll. 9 

Japan 

increase· in manuf.out-" 
put per increment of 
capital expenditure 

lOO (ref.point) 
Wes·t . Germany 80 
France 70 
u.s. 70 
Italy 65 
Sweden. 60 
U.K. 40 

Source: OECD National Accounts - Deutsches Institu·t fur 
Wirtschaftsforschung. 

l On this as well as other points see Andrew Shonfield: Modern 
Capital ism, Chapt_er_XI;. "Organized _Public Ente~p:r:ise_. __ Gt=I1Jl.any"·. __ 

I 
1 

I 
i 
I 

I 
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But the story does not quite end here. One of the most funda

mental acts of public intervention in Germany has been to insure 

a consistently undervalued exchange rate. This not only contri

buted to a much steadier conju.'Clctural path of the economy, (waste

f'ul deflationary periods could be avoided through an assured 

access to a seemj_ngJ_y dependable world market), but -is als-o fre

quently hampered the task of the weaker European countries to cope 

with their balance-of--payments problems. These countries ,,-ere 

thus forced into sub-optimal growth paths (deflationary correc

tion of their payments balances)~ 

The high export specialisation achieved under this strategy 

continued for a ••hiJ.e-.. to facilitate economic policy making, 

even under floating exchange rates ,.,-hen cheating seemed. no longer 

possible" 1fhen the Hhole OECD. world was plunged into oil defi

cits, Germany's flexible industry could respond fastest to new 

opportunities ,.,-hen speed rather than price counted most·. Never

theless, Germany's successes, whether due to luck or virtue, 

contribute to the failure of its partnerso 

The Germari government is 1-raking up, if slm;-ly, to the dangers 

of this situation. In 1975, the recession of its European partners 

contributed to a fall in German·exports and hence in GNP. Worse, 

voices >-rere raised, especiallyin Britain, calling for a siege 

economy. The failure of some European countries to· live w·ith 

the >-rorld· economy threatens to push them - after the failure of 

both Keynsianism and the. mixed economy 

changes in regime. 

tm-rards more fundamental 

In a sense, the German government is the prisoner of its past 

successes" The German economy cannot survive if 50 to 60 of, of its 

export market (Western Europe) suffers a decline or shuts itself 

off. A stimulation o.f internal demand ><ould help other countries, 

but cause inflationary uncertainties (it is hard to remain sym

pathetic to th'ese anxieties in view· of the Sakes involved), and 

it would not necessarily raise domestic employmen_t very· much. The 

exchange rate won 1 t function very ><ell_ to redress the current 

account balance, and if it did, cause a recession in the export 

sector .. 
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The method used so far·, a kind of' natiorial dericit f'inancing 

(of exports) on a huge scale, _whether thro:Qgh central ban.k or 

private credits, is not sustainable e:ven in the medium run as 

a means to keep up demand in pace vrith productivity increaseg, 

It is hard to escape the conclusionfuat the government vill 

need to take recours.e ·to the tools of the mixed economy to carry 

out the long overdue shift away from export-oriented to dom,sti

cally oriented demand, withou:t which both German and European 

economic security are jeopardised. One straw in the w·ind is the 

_$ 5 billion public investment programme for infra-structure de

cided on ip. early 1977. But this scheme is. purely en~ploymen·t 

motivated. The suggestion that the German consumer be.allowed to 

enjoy the accummulated reserves (e.g. through a public 11 foreignu 

procurement programme, both civil and military) which would 

correct the payments balances of our trade partners w·ith suffi

cient speed would be laughed out of court. So would the sugg~stic 

that the Bundesbanl< buy bonds in the European Investment Bailk 

on a J.arge scale, rather than in lmv yielding US Treasury bonds. 

Are German virtues on obstacle to a timely response to a changed 

><orld? Will its luck run out? 

lYe started out with the proposition that the mixed economy 

_ =.i.s a .r.es.p.onse t~ sYstemic· fa{lures. in a context of shaky pol_iti

cal legitimacy and high expectations. In a sense, the growth of 

interdependence has destroyed the. div.iding line betw-een the 

healthy German and the troubled partner economies. There are 

no easy choices 1left. 

* -'k .. * . * 
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Attitude des pays europ~ens a l 1 egard 
des revendications du Tiers-Monde pour la re
structuration de 1 1 ordre mondial, et implica
tions politiques de ces attitudes. 

I. La remise en cause de 1 1 ordre mondial. 

Les revendications du Tiers-Monde pour la restruc
turation de l 1 ordre mondial S 1 inscrivent dans une 
remise en cause plus gen~rale de cet ordre, qu 1 il importe 
d 1 abord de si tuer. " 

1. Il faut en premier _lieu S 1 entendre ·sur le sens des 
mots. La notion d 1 ordre mond~ (*) implique un certain 
consensus sur les regles du jeu, explicites ou implicites, 
regissant les relations entre les unites politiques (**) 

du "monde"."D 1 une maniere abstraite, on peut dire qu 1 il 
existe un,ordre au.sein d 1 un systeme d 1 unites politiques 

. . . 

si chacune de ces unites est dissuadee par les autres 
de ne pas respecter les regles du jeu. Dans le systeme 
europeen d 1 autrefois, les Traites de Westphalie et le 
Traite de Vienne (auquel on a·voulu, d 1 une maniere sans 
doute bien audacieuse, comparer 1 1 acte final d 1 Helsinki), 

. sont des exemples classiques d 1 ordre •. Au 1endemain de 
. . ' 

la seconde guerre mondiale, le systeme economique occiden-
i tal fut soumis a 1 1 ordre du FMI et du GATT.· 

- ' 
. , 

i 
----"""!-~-----------------:-------------.~-------------------

(*) Dans une ana~yse plus fine, il faudrait distinguer 
"ordre international".et "ordre interetatique". Les reven
dications du Tiers-Monde ne portent pas seulement sur les 
relations entre Etats. Il suffit d 1 evoquer le role des 
Banques ou des socil§tes multinationales•. 

(**) relations entre Etats, dans le cas ·des relations inte 
etatiques, op. entre les ressortissants d 1 unites politiques 
differentes, _dans une _ conception plus large. 

... I . .. 
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Une t,elle conception de 1' ordre est ethiquement 
neutre. Une unite pol:i. ti.que peut et re obligee d' accepter 
1' ordre. existant, sans pour aut ant y a:lherer en profon
deur. Par exemple, on peut penser qu'aujourd'hui le 
systeme que ferment les pays de l'Europe de l'Est 
constitue un ordre impose. Inversement, il ne suffit 
pas qu'un ordre soit avantageux pour toutes les unites 
d'un systeme pour que celles-ci s'y soumettent. Une 
unite isolee, en 1' absence de sanctions, peut trouver 
interet a "tricher" (c'est ce qu'en theorie des jeux 
on appelle le "free rider problem"). Dans la situation 
la plus simple, il existe une unite dominante qui fait 
elle-meme la police du systeme. On peut estimer que tel 
fut le cas, pendant une vingtaine d'annees, pour le 
systeme economique occidenta1: de l'apres-guerre 
( ceci etant di t, en laissant ouverte la question · 
des benefices du libre-echange pour "chiDlne des unites). 
Le cas de l'ordre europeen apres les Traites de 
Westphalie (1648) et de Vienne (1815) est plus complexe, 
car il n'y avait pas d'unite dominante (en fait, la 
montee de la Prusse a au contraire ete la cause de 
la rupture du systeme de Vienne). L'obeissance aux regle 
du jeu etait dans ce cas le resultat d'un long processus 
d'apprentissage. . '.' 

'• -, 

Un ordre international est menac~ +orsqu'une ou 
plusieurs unites cessent de respecter les regles du 
jeu anterieurement admises, sans .que les autres (l'unite 
dominante, lorsqu'elle existe) veuillent (par exemple, 
la victoire de la Prusse a Sadowa centre 1' Autriche, . ' 
sous les applaudissements du pays fraQ.~ais) ou puissent( 
(par.exemple, le premier doublement du prix.du petrole 

_en 1973) la ou les contraindre arevenir au respect 

. ( •) En fait, la distinction entre "vouloir" et "po,uvoir" 
peut etre ainbigiie. Les crises.surgissent rarement 
sans signes premoniteurs. Si on ne veut pas reagir 
a un moment, on risque de ne plus.poilvOir le faire plus 
tard, ·· 

·. -·· . 

' .·· . .. / .. 
. -·· ··- ·.- ·--.--.-
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de ces ~egles. Sauf en situation de guerre, il n'est 
jamais facile de dater,. autrement que syrnboliquement, 
la rupture d'un ordre dans un s~eme politique. 

2. L'ordre international etabli au lendemaih de la 
seconde guerre mondiale peut etre caracterise,iians ses 
tres grandes lignes de la faqon suivante : 

- bipolarisation ·autour des Etats-Unis et de l'URSS, 
les rapports entre ces deux.puissances etant regis 
par les regles de la dissuasion nucleaire ; 

- definition des relations economiques entre les pays 
industrialises a economie de marche autour du FHI et du· 
GATT, conformement a la vision liberale des Etats-Unis, 
qui de plus garantissaient de facto le fonctionnement 
du systeme ; .. , .. · -·· 

- relations des pays industrialises avec les pays sous
developpes regies dans le cadre de la decolonisation. 

···.· 

Get ordre s'est modifie progressivement, et depuis 
le debut des annees ?O on peut dire qu'il est rompu. 
Les principales causes de cette evolution soot : 

- la detente, succedant a la coexistence pacifique, qui 
a eu pour effet d'introduire une certaiiie "debipolarisa
tion", c'est-a-dire, dans le camp occidental, uncertain 
affranchissement par rapport ~ux Etats~Unis. 

- 1e declin de la suprematie economique americaine 
par rapport a 1' Europe Occidentale et au Japon, ·et la 
multiplication des 
aux regles' du jeu 

deviations non sanctionnees par rappori 
de Bretton-Woods et du GATT. 

La rupture du systeme monetaire international eritre 
1971 et 1973, et la crise du petro],e a 1 i automne de 
•1973, peuvent etre considerees comme marquant la fin 
de·l'ordre economique ancien. Le:point·capital, ici 
encore, est la disparitiondes Etats-Unis comme leader 
du systeme. 

. ·; 
. ' 

· ... / ... "' . 

'"·. !,_:;;~-:--:;;;::.;::\_""::"' . 
.·.: 

. ~- _.,. :---.:: _:, ~ 
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- la decolon::Lsation,(qui n 1 est d 1 ailleurs "toujours pas 
achevee, notamment en Afrique) avec 1 1 emergence de 
nouvelles nations independantes qui acquirent, du fait 
de leur souverainete territoriale, une certaine capaci
te d 1 action sur le systeme international. Par leur 
nombre, les nouvelles nations ont completement change la 
physionomie de l 1 0NU. A l 1 egard de cette institution, 
l 1 entree de la Chine populaire au Conseil de Securite 
marque egalement-la fin de 1 1 ordre ancien. 

3. Nous nous trouvons actuellement dans une phase 
intermediaire entre un ardre anc::ien qui a disparu 
et un ordre nouveau qui n 1 est pas encore congu, mais qui 
fait 1 1 objet de debats d 1 idees et de discussions diplo
matiques. Un jour viendra, ou, dans une situation 
favorable, les idees se cristalliseront pour permettre · 
effectivement l 1 instauration d 1 un "nouvel ordre mondial" 
Ainsi, en France, la Revolution et 1 1 Empire ont-ils 
pu realiser des projets formulas sous 1 1 Ancien Regime. 

Au lendemain de. la seconde guerre mondiale, les 
.Etats_;Unis ont ete en mesure d I instaurer un ordre 
dans leur camp correspondant a leur vision (ce mot 
parait plus adequat que celui d 1 interet) du monde. 
La superiorite de ce pays etait telle que sa volonte 
ne pouvait que S 1 imposer, et d 1 ailleurs les appuis 
ne lui manquaient pas dans .d 1 autres pays occidentaux. 

Aujourd 1 hui, la situation est radicalement diffe.:.. 
rente : .les Etats-Unis et 1 1 Un::ion Sovietique sont 
sensiblement a pari te de puissance ; d 1 autre a centres 
de pouvoir ont.emerge ou reemerge, durablement ou 

I . 

temporairement, aussi divers que l 1 Allemagne, le Japon, 
la Chine ou 1 1 Arabie Saoudite. Les nouvelles nations 
du Tiers-I-londe, parce qu 1 elles·ont.acquis leur souve
rainete, et done la possibilite de contr61er l 1 usage 
de leur territoire, parce qu 1 elles disposent d 1 une 

. :: : ... \ . .: -•. . ;".,:. ·_ 
. ' . . •, . ~ 

"! ':; .•••.·• 
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facul te, de chant age dans le jeu Est-Ouest tout en -;\' ,• '. . ' -~ . ~ 

tirant parti de la notion de non-alignement, parce que 
leurs.revendications economiques S 1 inscrivent dans 
le cadre de l 1 echec de 1 1 ancien systeme liberal, 
parce qu 1 aussi, elles ont su transf10rmer les Nations-Uni 
en caisse de resonnance a leur profit et qu 1 elles ne 
manquent pas de soutien au sein des democraties liberale 
out desormais une reelle aptitude a perturber la scene 
mondiale. L 1 evene.ment essential, a cet egard, a ete 
l 1 embargo et le premier doublement des prix du petrole 
en octobre 1973, suivi d 1 un second doublement _a ia 
fin de la meme annee. Les espoirs du Tiers-r-!onde, et 
done son unite, restent encore largement fondes sur 
cet exploit singulier. 

Finalement, la diffusion du pouvoir dans le monde 
est aujourd 1 hui telle qu 1 aucune puissance n 1 est en 
mesure d 1 imposer un ordre qui serait le aen. Cela est 
evidemment inconcevable au niveau du systeme mondial, 
Ce ne l 1 est meme pas au niveau d 1 un systeme plus 
re';streint. Par exemple, auj ourd 1 hui, on ne peut plus 
vraiment parler d 1 un bloc occidental, puisque des pays 
comme la RFA et la France, s 1 appuyant soit sur leur 

. puissance economique, soi t sur· 1 1 aut,oncimie relative 
d.e leurs capacites de defense, ont retrouve uD.e large 
marge de manoeuvre a 1 1 egard ta~t des Etats-Unis 
que du bloc sovietique. Quant aux pays du Tiers-Monde, 
ils ont echappe au.giron occidental, et cherchent 
a compenser leurdependance .economiq'ue a'l 1 egard des 
pays industrialises a economie de marche par un appui 
poli tique des pays socialistes, sans que ceux-ci n 1 arri 'If. 
d I ailleurs' a l,eS COntrol er • 

Le systeme international ne fait plus, aujourd1 hui, 
1 1 objet d 1 aucune regulation et les diverses forces 

' du protectionnisme qui commencent a apparaitre ne font 

... I . .. 
.. ', 

·-. ./. . · .. ~ '\ 
\ 
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que traduire, par une reaction .naturelle d'autodefense, 
.d· :·_, ·.:. . . • . ~- ' -' 

ce fait i'.ondamental .• Par quel processus d' apprentissage 
arrivera t~on a de nouvelles regles du jeu communement 
admises au sein d'un syteme sans"leader~ combien faudra 
t-il de temps pour aboutir, quelles epreuves faudra t-il 
traverser pour que l'etablissement d'une situation 
stable redevienne possible ? Le nouvel ordre interna
tional se definira par tatonnement, et les accidents de 
l'histoire laisseront certainement leursmarques sar 
l_e schema final. 

Voila quelques questions que, sur un plan tres 
general, on peut se poser. On voit bien que des 
affaires concretes aussi diverses que la mise en place 
d'une politique de l'energie, la coordination des 
politiques macro-economiques, la limitation des armament 
nucleaires, la limitation des ventes d'armes dans le mor 
la non-proliferation, posent des problemes methodologiqc 
tres voisins. En d'autres termes, comment 
dependance dans un monde sans leader ? 

gerer 1' inter-

Tel est le cadre,evidemment tres vaste, dans 
lequel il fallait necessairement ~replacer avant d'abor
der la question particuliere des revendications 
du Tiers-Monde et de l'attitude des europeens. 

- .. -. 

. •' ' .. :. 

I I. Les revendications du Tiers-Monde et 1' attitude des 
europeens. 

1. Il est toujours delicat de· parler du · Tiers-I-londe 
comme s'il s'agissait d'un ensemble unffie, aU:X objec
tifs bien definis et coherents. Aujourd'hui, il faudrait 
distiriguer au moins les pays de l'OPEP (encore ceux:..ci 
appellent-ils des distinctions), 1es pays " semi-indus
trialises", tels le Bresil, Taiwan ou la Coree du .Sud, 

_., . 
' 
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et·les "vrais" pays sous-developpes co=e les pays 
africains sans littora~. Il est toutefois commode, 
s'agissai1t de revendications a caractere general, de 
raisonner comme si le Tiers-I1onde formai t un bloc. 

Sur le plan politique, le Tiers-Monde veut 
desormais avoir droit au chapitre, c'est-a-dire qu'il 
entend avoir des sieges qui ne soient pas seulement des 
strapontins dans les organisations internationales, 
nota=ent les organisations monetaires et financieres 
(m1I et Banque Mondiale). Aux Nations-Unies, ils 
remettent en ·question le principe des membres permanents 
du Conseil de Securite et du droitre veto dont ceux-ci 
disposent au sein de l'Organisation. Le Tiers-Monde 
entend egalement aller jusqu'au bout du ~rocessus 

- . - I 

de la decolonisation, en obtenant l'independance ou· · 
l'application de la regle de la majorite a un.certain 
nombre de territoires en Afrique : la Rhodesie, la 
Namibie, le TFAI, l'Union Sud-Africaine~· ·· · __ ,_ _________ _ 

I 
Sur le plan economique, la· vision du Tiers-rionde 

est largement inspiree par la theorie leniniste de 
1' imperial·isme. Les pays industrialises a economie de 
marche.sont accuses d'avoir construit leur prosperite 
sur le pillage du Tiers-Monde·. Sur un plan plus concret, 
les revendications economiques du Tiers-Monde sont 
detailfees dans plusieurs documen,ts successifs, textes-
des VIe~~ VII eme sessions. speciales de 1 I Assemblee 
Generale des.Nations-Unies, Charte des Droits et 
devoirs economiques des Etats, la-Charte de Manille; 
les documents de la CNUCED (et notamment de. la Coi).ferencE 
de Nairobi, de Mai 1976), ainsi que dans les positions 
exprimees lors de la Conference sur la Cooperation 
Economique internationale (CCEI). 

. .. ;. ~- .. 

. -.·. 
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Ces ·revendications:peuvent etre regroupees 
en cinq chapitres principaux, dont les titres seront 
cites avec le minimum de commentaires : 

a) Le commerce des produits de base : le Tiers-Honde 
soutient, avec quelques nuances, le programme integre 
de la CNUCED. 

b) Produits manufactures, semi~manufactures et le 
commerce interna!ional : il s'agit aussi bien de l'ameli 
ration de l'acces aux marches des pays developpes, du 
controle de l'activite des societes multinationales, 
de l'aide financiere aux exportations des pays en voie 
de developpement, de la cooperation internationale 
pour la restructuration industrielle. 

c) Questions financieres et monetaires : il s'agit 
du reamenagement, voire de la remise_ ~eE' dettes des 
PVD, de l'accroissement des flux de capitaux en leur fa~· 
veur, des amenagements a apporter au systeme monetaire 
international. 

d) Mesures speeiales en faveur des pays les moins 
avances,.insulaires et sans littoral. 

e) . Transferts de. technologie : il s 'agi t essentielle
ment de faciliter l'acces au Tiers-Monde de la'techno-
logie"des pays occidentaux• 

\ 

) 
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2. Face a ces revendications·,- quelle est 
des pays europeens ? 

Sur le plan strictement politique, 1 1 attitude des 
grands pays europeens reste purement defensive : opposi
tion formelle (dans le cas de la Grande-Bretagne et de la 
France), non depourvue d 1 arriere pensees (dans le cas de la 
RFA) face aux revendications tendant a une refonte de la 
charte de l 1 0NU et des droits des membres du Conseil de 
securite. 

Sur le plan economique, il convient d 1 abord de 
rappeller la Convention de Lome qui lie 46 pays d 1 Afrique, 
des Caraibes et du Pacifique a la Communaute europeenne, 
qui a ete signee a la fin de fevrier 1975 et se trouve en 
vigueur depuis le 1er avril 1976. Cette convention couvre 
tous les aspects de la cooperation : echanges commerciaux, 
cooperation industrielle, aide financiere et technique, 
stabilisation des recettes d 1 exportation. Elle va clairement 
dans le sens des aspirations du Tiers-Monde, et a d 1 ailleurs 
commence a fonctionner d 1 une maniere qui, pour l 1 essentiel, 
donne satisfaction a l'ensemble des partenaires. . 

En dehorsde cela, les pays europeens sent relative
ment divises. La France et la Grande-Bretagne,· anciennes 
puissances coloniales, adoptent des attitudes ouvertes a 
l 1 egard des revendications du Tiers-Monde. Chacu~de ces 
pays a comme premier souci de proteger les interets de sa 
clientele, pour 1 1 essential les pays africains .. d 1 eXpression 
frangaise et les pays du Maghreb~·dans le premi~r cas, 1 1 Inde 
et le Pakistan dans le second. Mais alor~ que 'la France, qui 
s 1 eta it eff<;>rcee dans le passe de mettre sur pied une orga
nisation economique centralisee de ses interets·coloniaux et 
qui, a l'interieur, a introduit le concept de "planification 
indicati v~" qui a pour ambition de corriger les ·erreurs du 
marche, accepte de jouer avec 1 1 idee d 1 une certaine organisa
tion dans les relations economiques internationales (par ex., 
ce pays defend depuis 15 ans le principe des accords de 
produits), la Grande-Bretagne, dent l'empire avait ete fonde 

··• · ... , ·.·:. !" 
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sur les benefices commerciaux et bancaires des echanges 
internationaux et sur 1 1.approvisionnement de sa metropole 
au moindre cout, reste attochee a une vision libre-echangiste 
encore que le declin de ses positions traditionnelles lui 
fasse maintenant considerer le probleme avec un autre 
regard. L1 Allemagne, depourvue de traditions coloniales 
fortes, et assuree de sa force economique, S 1 en tient a une 
vision libre~echang~ste qui n 1 est pas depourvue de dogma-
tisme. L 1 attitude de la Hollande est particulierement 
interessante. En decembre 1974, les Hinistres de l 1Economie 

.et de la Cooperation de ce pays ont mis sur pied un program
me de .restructuration industrielle integre dans la politique 
nationale de cooperation au developpement. Ce fonrna ete 
dote de 35 millions de florins pour chaque annee 1976 et 
1977, soit environ 16 millions de dollars. L 1 idee est 

· ·- · · ·· -- · d 1 aider ·financierement les industriels ·qui-·acceptent d 1 aban

donner une production traditionnelle aux Pays-Bas quand il 
s 1 avere que la meme production importee d 1un pays en develop 
pement est competitive. Bien que la mise en oeuvre de ce 
programme se soit heutee a des difficultes d 1 ordre pratique, 
son inspiration est tres interessante : il s 1 agit de la 

·premiere tentative concrete d 1 application de'l 1 idee d 1 une 

. '. 

nouvelle division internationale du travail, plus co~fo:rme · 
. t' At d T. d t d t . .b 1 J.deal/ aux J.n ere s u J.ers-Mon e, e cepen an compatJ. le avec 

libre-echangiste auquel la Hollande reste.egalement.attachee 

Sur le plan diplomatique, la France a sans doute ete 
le pays le plus actif face aux revendications du Tiers-Monde 
Sur hi plan bilateral, elle a cherche. a developper ses liens 
avec le monde arabe ·et s 1efforce de donnei' une reponse sat is 

.faisante aux demandes et aux inquietudes formulees par ses 
amis afr~cains (resserrement des liens diplomatiques; embarg 
sur les exportdions d I armes a destination .de .. l 1 Afrique du 
Sud; proposition d 1un fonds africain·de developpement .. ~) • 
Elle a pris 1 1 initiative d 1une concertatiori multila,terale . . 

·. entre pays industrialises et pays du Tiers.-Monde qui devai t 
aboutir a la CCEI. Ses efforts marquent cependant le pas. 

:~-·~,·- •, ,...,.._ ··..-:· ~-.' -.. . .· \ .· .. : . . . \ . '';·· . ~ .. /. .. '_-.... 
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(en voie de reglement 
Elle a &e directement impliquee dans les affaires de Dji bout: 
et de Mayotte. Soumise a la pression de ses difficultes 
eCOnOmiqUeS;. elle n I a paS' JUSqU I iCi ete en me sure dIaller 
plus loin que les autres dans le cadre de la CCEI. 

3. Dans le court terme, le probleme de l 1attitude 
a l 1 egard du Tiers-Monde revet deux aspects 

- un aspect politique 
aboutir ? 

comment 1 1 exercice de la CCEI doi t-: 

- un aspect economique : le monde n 1 eSt pas sorti de la 
crise economique, et le retablissement des equilibres exte
rieurs des pays industrialises s 1 est fait au prix de 
l 1 endettement croissant des PVD non petroliers, ou si l 1 on 
prefere, la contrepartie de l 1 excedent financier·des pays 
·petroliers se trouve en quasi totalite dans les pays du 
Tiers-Monde. Il y a done un probleme d 1 urgence : comment · 
eviter la banqueroute de certains pays du Tiers-1'1onde, qui 
ne manquerait pas d 1 avoir des consequences sur l 1 ensemble 
des pays industrialises ? 

.. : .. ,:.,.;: . 

Sur ces deux points,. les attitudes des pays europfu 
semblent assez homogenes, etd 1 ailleurs comparables avec 

. ., 
celle des Etats-Unis. : .. : 

La CCEI doit deboucher sur des resultats suffisammei 
concrets pour que l 1 ensemble des parties en cause puisse 
parler de succes, ou tout au moins de non-echec. Personne nt 
souhaite !'intensification des r~vendications du Tiers-Mondt 
qui pourrait notamment ressouder le front commun.des extre
mistes de l 1 0PEP et des pays les plus demunis du Tiers-Mondt 
et contrairi.dre ce faisant l 1 Arabie Saoudite et les PVD 
moderes a durcir a nouveau leurs positions. 

\ 
Sur le plan economique, une reduction de la demande 

des pays du Tiers-Monde aurait des effets negatifs sur 
. ' 

l 1 activite economique des pays industrialises. C1 est ainsi 
que 20 % des exportations de la Communaute europeenne vont 
a des pays en developpement non petroliers. Contrairenent 

·.·f. 
\· 
I 
' 

. .. /. 
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a des affirmations trop frequentes, cet argument n'a de 
valeur que pour le court terme (a lo.ng terme, en effet, 
le probleme: des debouches ne se pose pas, du fait de 
.l'a&ptation de l'offre),.ce qui n'infirme pas son importauc 
En outre, une crise des paiements pourrait avdr des reper
cussions serieuses et difficilement maitrisables sur le 
fonctionnement d'un systeme financier international dent il 
ne faut pas oublier qu'il est reste depuis le debut de la 
crise le·pourvoyeur de fends du Tiers-Monde. (Le triplement 
du volume de la dette des pays en voie de developpement 
de 1969 a 1976 a ete couvert pour les 2/3 par des emprunts 
prives, ceux-ci passant de 4o % du total en 1970 a 65 '}~ 

en 1976). 

Naturellement, les deux aspects, le politique et 
l'economique, sent lies ; par exemple, la question de l'ende' 
. tement est 1' untl} ~es pierres d' achoppement de la CCEI. Les 
divergences apparaissent au niveau des modalites d'action. 
Quelles concessions faire en matiere d'endettement ? Sur 

. quelS payS faut-il cqncentrer d I eventuelS effortS de re lance 
Sur ce dernier point, l'approche neo-liberale, bien refletee 
par les Allemands ou les Americains, consiste a mettre 
1 'accent sur lea' pays 
Taiwan ou la Coree du 

"semi-industrialises" tels le Bresil, 
Sud, tandis qu'une approche plus - . 

"sociale" insisterait sur le cas des pays les plus-demunis. 
L'avantage, dans le premier cas, est que_les capitaux 
injectes sent plus capables d'engendrer des revelius ult_e
rieurs, et contribuent done plus surement a la relance _·de 
l'activite mondiale. Naturellement, une combinaison des deux 
approches est possible. Des conflits ne manqueront ·pas 
d'apparaitre entre les pays d'Europe et les Etats-Unis au 

. ni veau de 1' etablissement des-· cri teres applicables. pour le 

' . " . 

choix des pays a favoriser, puisqtie leurs interets economi
ques et poli tiques dans les differents pays du Tiers-Monde 
ne coincident pas et que chacun s'efforcera de priviligier 
les pays se trouvant normalement dans l'orbite de ses 
interets commerciaux a l'exportation. 

. .. /. 
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Une autre source de conflit apparaitra bien entendu 
sur la question de la repartition du financement des charge: 
correspondent aux nouvelles_injections de capitaux dans 
le Tiers-Monde. Les pays a balance de paiements deficitaire: 
ne manqueront pas de renvoyer la balle dans le camp des 
pays excedentaires, qui chercheront, au moins en patie, a . 
se derober. Ils chercheront-, en particulier, a faire payer 
les pays petroliers.structurellement excedentaires {Arabie 
Saoudite; Emirats) qui seront sans aucun doute fort reti-:
cents. 

Les solutions a ces deux types de conflit sont 
evidemment interdependantes, les pays qui financeront les 
transferts etant mieux places pour faire valoir leurs vues 
sur les cri teres applicables aux pays destinataires. L 1 Euro· 
pe, et particulierement en son se in la France, ont de forte, 
chances d 1 y etre per~ants. 

4. En ce qui concerne le long terme, il est beaucou· 
plus difficile de raisonneren terme d 1 interet· autrement 
que d 'une maniere tres genera le, c 1 est plutot a une "concep· 
tion" du role du Tiers-Monde dans le systeme international 
quI il faUt Se referer o 

Les pays europeens ont, a des titres_d:i,vers, cons
cience de leur dependance a l 1 egard des matieres premieres. 
De plus, la proximite geographique de ce:taines nations du· 
Tiers-:-Mnnde leur font porter une attention en termes de 
securite (Bassin Mediterraneen comme zone de securite de 
l 1 Europe; Afrique). L1 argument keynesien de 1 1 interdepen-

. dance economique, c 1 est-a-dire la conception du Tiers-Monde 
comme marche potentiel, est egalement important. 

Sur le plan politique , et pour parler comme les 
Chinois, beacuup d 1 Europeens pensent ·que le "second monde" 
ne pourra conserver une certaine independence a l 1 egard du
"preni.ier monde", c 1 est.,-a-dire des Superpuissances, que s 1 il 
_est capable de s 1 allier avec, le Tiers-Monde. Naturellement, 

•,· -· ...... ~ •h; "·\." .. 
~ ., ·I 
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cet argument peut etre intcrprete de fagon plus ou mains 
extreme. Ir ·est souvent ·defendu en France par les partisans 
d'une alliance privilegiee avec le monde arabe, fondement 

· selon eux d'une independence accrue de l'Europe vis-a-vis 
des Etats-Unis. On peut penser aussi· que, par son capital 
de relations, l'Europe peut jouer un role pour orienter 
l'evolution de certains pays du Tiers-Monde, particuliereme 
en Afrique. Ces pays sont-tls coni amnes a tomb er 90US la 

, , ~ou tout au mains de rhetorique) 
ferule de regimes totalita1res d'inspiration/marxiste, ou 
peut-on penser que des experiences de developpement sur un 
models liberal, comme en Cote d'Ivoire ou au Senegal peuven 
reussir durablement ? La cooperation de la France avec ces · 
deux pays, par exemple, n'est-elle pas hautement significa
tive dans une perspective a tres long terme de l'evolution 
du continent africain? 

Cet ensemble de considerations .n.' a_. encore nulle par 
debouche sur la formulatinn precise d'une politique (sauf 
peut-etre celle qu'incarnent le dialogue euro-arabe, 
l'associatinn avec les pays ACP*et les preferences genera
lisees consenties par la Communaute aux PVD), mais le 
sentiment existe d'une maniere diffuse en Europe que le 

. ·. vieux continent a un role specifique a jouer a 1' egard du 
Tiers-Monde. Les relations avec le Tiers-Monde peuvent en 
outre etre un theme federateur pour la Communaute europeenn 

III - Implications po1itigues 

1. Tout se passe finalement comme si les pays 
europeens etaient di vises en deux camps, mais avec un cli va 

ge di.ff.erend selon qu'on se place du point de vue de ce qu' 
ils cisent ou.de ce qu'ils font, alors que leurs interets 
semblent assez homogenes vis-~-vis des Etats-Unis. Si l'on 

· se place' du point de vue de ce qu' ils · disent, on trouve 
d'un cote des tenants d'un libre echange plus ou mains 
orthodoxe (Grande-Bretagne, RFA), de l'autre lss tenants 
d'un libre echange controle et corrige (Pays-Bas, France). 
Si l'on se place du point de vue de ce qu'ils font ou 
.veulent faire, on trouve d'un cote les pays peu empresses 

* Afrique-Garaibes~Pacifique \ . 
. -- ·- -- --- ..... - . . 
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(Grande-Bretagne, RFA), de l 1 autre ceux qui cherchent des 
maintenant a prendre en compte les changements intervenus 
dans le Tiers-I1onde fsurtbut les Pays-Bas) • 

Si 1 1 on se place maintenant du point de vue des 
veritables interets des pays occidentaux, le clivage est 
cette fois-ci entre l 1 Europe occidentale (le Japon est 
entierement laisse de'c6te dans cette etude) et les Etats
Unis; 1 1 Europe occidentale etant, comme on l 1 a deja vu, 
a la fois plus proche du Tiers-l'londe, au sens historique 
et geographique, et·plus dependante de lui pour ses appro
visionnements en energie et matieres ·premieres. 

2. Tant que les pays d 1 Europe n 1 auront pas suffisam
ment pris conscience de leur solidarite en la matiere, et 
que la pression des necessites ne sera pas suffisante, ils 
chercheront a louvoyer pour sauvegarder leurs interets a 

.. _ ....... c.ourt terme, tout en s 1 efforgant de maintenir ouvert 
1 1 eventail des possibilites a long terme. L 1 Europe fera 
done probablement le minimum des concessions a court terme 
compatibles avec les interets politiques de ses membres et 
la preservation de ses courants commerciaux. Elle tentera 
de S 1 0pposer a toute evolution qa tendrait a subordonner leE 
rapports Nord~Sud, en fait Ouest-Sud, aux rapports Est-Ouesi 
Elle cherchera a developper des relations specifiques avec 
les pays associes a la Communaute. Elle sera vraisemtiablemer 
amenee a accentuer ses efforts vers le bassin mediterraneen 
(que prefigurent 1 1 elargissement du Marche commun vers la 
Grece et le Dialogue euro-arabe et vers 1 1 Afrique. Elle 
sera conduite a accepter progressivement une vision moins 
libre-echangiste, done plus organisee, des rapports 
economiques internationaux. Dans le cours de cette evolutior 
des difficu1 tes ne manqueront pas d 1 applraitre avec les. 
Etats-Unis, dont les interets a court et a long.terme 
sent differents, et dont la conception a long terme du 
systeme international mettra du temps a S 1 adapter au fait 
de sa disparition comme centre unique de puissance dans le 
monde non communiste. 

_._ ·--· \ 
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QUESTIONS A DISCUTER . 

1. Dans quelle mesure les revendications du Tiers-Monde 
sont-elles f'ondees et durables ? 

2. Les pays europeens divergent-ils entre eux, et avec les 
Etats-Unis, sur 1 'attitude a avoir vis-a--vis de ces reven
dications? Est-ce pour des raisonsprofondes? 

La distinction entre les interets a court terme et la 
conception a long terme, retenue dans cette note, est-elle 
pertin:ante ? 

3. L'attitude europeenne a l'egard du Tiers-Monde peut-elle 
devenir un theme f'ederateur de la Communaute ? Des tensions 
entre l'Europe et les Etats-Unis sont-elles previsibles a 
propos du Tiers-Monde ? 

4. La, poli tisation des. relations economiques internationale! 
que nianif'estent notamment les revendications du Tiers-Monde, 
restera-t-elle_une caracteristique durable du systeme 
international ? 

. i -.· 
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PROBLEHS IN 11lE MIXED EC01i0HY 

hlhile there are undoubte.dly similarities arno_ng the problems faced by 

the U.S. and the rest of the industrialized world, this paper is not an attempt 

to find or analyze common problems. It focuses exclusively on t~e problems 

of 'the mixed economy found in the United States. Some of these are common-

the desire to control inflation ancl unemployment--and s01oe are peculiar to 

·the U ,S,7~the low relative incomes of large minority groups. 

I.. An Inability to Impose Economic Losses(~/ 9<>--~) 
The lament is oft-en heard that the U.S. ·economy and political system have 

lost their ability to get things done.· Heaningful compromises cannot be made 

and the politics of confrontation are upon us like the plague. Programs that 

would serve the general welfare cannot be started because strong minorities 
. \ . 

oppose them.· No one has the ability to impose solution,s and no solutions command 
'\ 

universal assent. 

The problem is real but it has not been properly diagnosed.. One cannot 

lose an ability that one ·never had. moat is perceived as a lost. ability to 
. . 

compromise is in fact (1) a shift from international cold war pr.oblems to domes-

tic problems and (2) a lost ability to impose economic losses. 

As domestic problems rise in importance relative to ·interna~i~nal _problem~, 

action becomes increasingly difficult. International confrontations can always 

' o...5 be portraye91, and to some extent are, situations where everyone is fair~y 

\ 
sharing sacrifices to hold the foreign enemy in check. Since everyone benefit,;, 

li" 
an overwhelming con

1
:§ensus and bipartisan approach car: be achieved. 

' ... 
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Du;r:e.stic problems cannot be port:r_-ayed Jn this simple manner. They :may not 

be zero-sum games where every winner is matched ~~'ith a loser, but". there are 

inheren~ly , ... .:inner_s and losers. Everyone cannot per_ceive themselves as befje-

fitting. A program to raise the occupational pusition of \>.'Omen and minoriti.os, 

for exa~ple, automatically lowers the relative occupational position of adult 

white men. Every black or female appc,inted to President Carter's cabinet is 

one less white male who can be appointed. 

People often ask why President Kennedy was so easily able to get the 

"Man on the Hoon" project underway while both Presidents Nixon and Ford found 

it impossible to get their "Project Independence" underway. There is a very 

s_jmple answer. Hetaphorically, some American has to have his or her house torn 

do'""' to achieve energy_ independence, but no American lives between the earth 

and the moon. Everyone is in favor of energy independence in general, but there 

are vi~orous objectors to every particular path to energy independence. In-contrast, 

once a consensus had been reached on going to the moon, the particular path -could be 

left to the technicians. In domestic problems the means are usually as con~ 

teri.tious as the ends themselves. 

The problem of domestic economic losers has been magnified by a change in 

the political structure. ·In the pa-st,. political and economic power was dis-
'/· -

tributed in s'uch a way that substantial economic losses could be imposed on 

parts of'the population if the "establishment" decided that it was in the general· 

interest. These parts ·of the population are no longer willing to accept losses 

or are able to substantially raise the costs for those ·who wish to impose losE.es 

upon them. 

There are a number of reasons for this change. Viet Nam and the subsequent 

political scandals clearly lessened the population.' s wilLingnes's to accept their 
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nom:nal leaderst juc'.~Je:Tients that sor;;e project ·,.,ras in theit gene-ral interest: 

-
Vith the civil iights, ~overty, black ~ower, and women's liberation movements, 

rr .... tny of the groups that have in the past aboorbed economic loSSES have become 

~ militant. They are no longer willing to accept losses without a poJ.itical fight. 

!11e suCcess of t1Jeir militancy and civil disobedience set an example that spread 

to other groups such as environmentalists, Tieighborhoods, and regions. 

All minority groups have gone through a learning process. They have. 

discovered that it is relatively easy >'ith our legal system and .a little mili-

tancy to delay anything for a very long period of time, To be able to delay. 

a program is often to be abl~ to kill it. Legal and administrative costs rise, 

but the time delay and uncertainty costs are even more important. Hhen sub-

stantial time delays and uncertainties are added lnto the conventional program 

or investment analysis, both government and pd.vate industry find that it pays 

to cancel projects that would otherwise be profitable. 

In one major envj ronmental ~group, delays are such a major part of their 

strategy that they have a riame for it--analysis paralysis. Laws are to be 

passed so ·that every project--public. and private--must have environmental impact 

statements, economic .impact statements, sociological impact statements, etc. 

The idea is not to learn more about the costs and benefits of projects, but to. 

-
kill the projects. To be useful in deciding whether projects should be done~ 

impact statements would have to be inexpensive :md simple. Instead, they are 

.to be expensive and complex so that they are a deterrent to undertaking any 

project and so that they can be legally challenged hmoever they ·come out. 

Consider the Interstate Highway SyStem. 'i·Fnatever one believes about the 

merits of completing the rerr,~ining intracity portion cif the system, it is 

clear that it gives• the country an intercity transportation system that would. 

·, 

be sorely missed- if it had not been built. Even those who argue against it 
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do so on tll£ grotinds that i~ it had no~·becn bujlt so;ne better (non-auto) s~stem 

would have been built .. Yet most observers would agree that the Inte~state · 

Highway System could not have been built if it had been proposed in the mid~ 

, 1970s rather than in the micl-1950s. 

Exactly the sar1Je factors Hhich ~:~..,ouJ.d prevent the initiation of an Iri.ter-

state Highway System ~ould also prevent tl1e initiation of any alternative 

transportation system. A fe',..1 years ago 1-lhen a high speed rail s.ystem v;as being 

considered for the Boston-Y.Jashington corridor, a former governor. of Connecticut 

announced that he would veto any relocation of the Boston ~o New York line on 

the grounds that it would be_ of prime benefit to those at either end· of the 

line, but would tear up Connecticut homes. The groups opposing an intercity 

rail network would be slightly different than the·. groups opposing an intercity_ 

highway net,ork, but they ;1ould be no less effective in stopping the project. 

Any transportation system demands that land be taken and homes torn down. At 

one time.this was possible--at the moment it is ir:1possible. 

The Balk ,a1ization of nations is a vmrld -~wide pl1enomenon that the U. S. has 

not escaped •. Regions and localities are less and less willing to incur costs 

that will primarily help people in -other parts of the same country. Consider. 

the development of the coal fields of Hyoming and Hontana. There is no question 

that most of the benefits will accrue to those living in urban areas in the 

rest of. the country while most of the costs will be imposed on those living 

in that region. As ·a result the local population objects. Hore coal mining 

might be good for the U.S., but it will be bad for them. Therefore they will 

impose as many time delays and unc.ertainties as it is possible to do, 

The 'same problem is visible in the siting of nuclear power plants. 

\-,'hat ever one beli-eves about the benefits of nuclear power, it is clear that 
' . 

lengthy siting delays serve· no ·purpose other than as a strategy for killing 

the projects. If the projects are undertaken anyway, the consumer will 
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del:.1ys. \.?hat is ~ ... '3.nted 1s a quick yes or no ;;ms· .. :er, but this is .iust "-1ha.t 'h'e 

find impos~ible to do. Sit:tng alSo raises: the BaJ:karl:i_zation issue. Hhatev~::r. 

the prob~bili-ties of accidents, tl1e ~onsequence of such faj_]ures 2re rnuch less 

if the pJ.ants are sited in r~mote areas. But tl1ose who J.ive in re;~ote areRs 

do not ~ant the pla11ts since they suffer all of t:he potential hazards and do 

not get the benefits of the project. Everyone wants·power, but no. on~ wants 

po;,..'er pl2nts next tO their .own home. 

Basically we have created the world· described in Imperative. 

To beat an animal of the same 5:pec:ies on his home turf, tl1e :l'.nvader· must be· 

twice as strong as ·the defender. But no majority is twite as strong as the 

n:inority opposing it. Therefore we each veto the other '.s initiatives, but none 

of us has the ability to create StJccessful initiatives ourselves. 

Given this stalemate, w·here: do ;..·e go? One of the peculiarities of oUr 

mixed economy is that ·we have. poor to non':""existent systems _for compensat.ing 

those w11o legitimately .lose when projects are Uf!.dertaken in the general inter-

est. There are a number of re.B.sons fOr this. (1) Sometimes compensation 

would have to be paid to those "'ho are already rich relative to the rest of 

the population. This seems to fly. in the face of our other general income dis.:. 

tribution goals since there will be cases "'here compensati?n is not paid to 

the poor. (2) To p2y compensation is to raise the cost or lm;er ·the profits 

· o'f any project. Project developers (government or private) are used to getting 

what they 'ivant without having to pay ~ompensatiori. (3) To pay compensation is 

to admit that the government or private firm~ have income distribution respon-

sibilities. Incomes do not gq up ·and down because of the impersonal forces of 

the market.· (11) Since many factors cause incomes to go up and down in a large 

economy, it is a difficult problem to decide when· compensation should or should 

not be paid. Not all losses can or should be C\Jmpensated. 
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of ·beJr;g CJJ'!. cs j_f they i·.'e.rc ir;tended to be 2 generous cuG:pc:ns.J.tior.· ~or losses 

.ur.:t:_12.lly suffc:-rcd, they. are run ·ss if the .J.lill is to cic:.prive. the citizen of his 

inc:o;;-,e or capital. FarsiF!•Jny ·rather th.::n~ :;c:JH?.ros:i.ty is t!:e rule. In Urban 

nart·o~ i11t~ri)rctatJcn is. tekeri of what c011Stitu~ed 2 less. No co~pcr1sation 

I 
is p3id for disrupti~g lives or for the J.oss of neigltborhoods--friends, cam-

fortable habits, etc. These losses a~e ~!1doubtedly difficult to q~a~_tify, 

but tl1ey are 11onctl1eless real. Not being willing or able to quan~ify them:precisely, 

~c:: act 2.s if t1ley ar:e not losse.s at all. Administratively tl1e. progra.r;1s ar~ I 
_often even less generous than tl;ey seem on paper. In NaSsr.chusetts, for exa!nple, 

if the state 3nd the Olh'I1er ca·nnot ag-ree on a price ln er:ti.ne.nt domain proceedings 

the state tc,kes t1:e property for $1 and tl1en both p2rties go into court to 

fir;d a fair price. For ho>.~~evel~ lorig this t2kes, the O\->.ller is deprived of his 

or l1er property·. 

Th~ sa1ne approach is followed in the Trad~! A~sistance Adjustment Act. 

Since the benefits of free trade are general ,.,}tile the costs are usc:ally localized, 

it ·v."ould seem fair to corripensate the lOsers from the general gains. Yet until 

recently, adjustment assist·ance has been ·run as if the aim is not to spend any 

money or to find any cases of valid disruptiOns and losses. 

To.condttct eltl1er public or prtv~te business more-adequate compensation 

systems a-re going tO have to be developed in the future.. Those '-':'hO suffer the 

localized costs that generate universal benefits are going to have to be coil1-

pansated. But this is also likely to make a change in the mixture of the mixed 

econoray since government will undoubtedly be called upon to help decide "'hat 

constitute fair compensation and how the necessary revenue should be collected. 
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of the mixtt1re--gsvcrn1nent--is threater1ing to s~allou the rest of the mixture. 

In exa:nining this ~rgu:n~11~ tl1cre 2re at least three \~2ys one co1Jld 1~2asure tl.e 

(2) l~1at proportion of natiD11al resou,~c~s are transferred from 

one private individual to another ~y ~overn~ent? (3) To ~~at extent does 

go·verrt1T.("::-it influence. (regulate) pri.vate d~~cisions? 

If \-.~e look a~ t11t?.. U. S. economy from the perspecti\'e. ·of each "of these 'three 

r.Jcasures, it is clear that the m:l_xture has changed most in d'ir!lensions (2) and 

(3). Government purr:l12ses of goods and services have only grm.,rn from \8.9 per-.-

cent of the GNP to 21.6 percent of the GNP from 1956 to 1976, This is a rela-

ti-,.>ely sn2ll increase, but Federal purcLascs actually 1.Jt:>.nt dm..:rn.from 10.9 to 7.8 

percen.t of the. GNP -:;.;hile state and loccil purc:hG.ses Yr'ere going up from .8.1 to 

13.8 percent of the GNP. In ten:.1s of purchases there 112s been gro"'1th of govein-

ment, but the growth of 38,000 __ independent tax levying~agencies.j.s no~ the 

?2me as the growth of some centrally direc_te.d monolith. J11st as tlJere is not 

an integrated monolith called 11 the private economy11
) so :i.s there not an inte.-., 

grated mvnol:ith called "government". Thirty eight thous2.nd governmen.ts are 

not going to S\ ... •allmv anything. Even within the Federal Governm·~nt one can ask 

~hether the different a8encies are really integrated 2nd, centrally directed. 

There has been an explosive growth of govern:nent tn the second dimension. 

In 1956 only 4.1 percent of the GNP ~eas transferred by goverm;;en·t from one 

individual to-anotl1er, but by 1976 this percentage had risen to 10.9 percent 

($184 billion). If we added in the cost of in-kind aid and business subsi-

dies (maritime, etc.)' the government's income redistributi?r. expenditures would 

be even larger. (Purchases would, however, fall by a corresponding amount.) 
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The ispact _tl1at tl1is l12s on t:l1e mixc~ economy will be examined in .a later sec-

t inn. 

Cc\'2rnm1~n t ' ' t· ,_ • - l , ..! • l . ~ ' J.r.; I_ !le .t:l.J.( n JJ:r:nsJ_cn upon ,_,-_Jl.Ct1 tne of the 

c1l2l1f.',l?.s in the ~~d.x on this dir:.JCJ.lSion, ,._t l"s or, 1•ol'y ] ~ t.. ..... -_. .1.. _ c _ 1~2.r that there has been 

re2ulat:ion, , .. ;'e should look at tf1e mi.rror ; __ ,._,• .. oge '."l.·o: •. ,J.'_··.·,c,•.' C"' ... ,.d b 11 h v """' ~ u ._. _, ~,;...u . .,L 1 Y. : ·te groY.Tt 

of gove.rnme.nt. 

To be v>orkable, a cL:::mocracy ass;_lmes that public dec:i.'s:i.ons are made in a 

citizens ~ho will prev~nt polici~s from being sh?ped by those with direci 

self-interests. Decisions in the interests of the gene1:al welfare are supposed 

to be ~rodlJced by those concerned but disinte1·ested ci.tj.zens. TI1ey are to 

arbitrate and judge the disputes of the i~tere~ted ~a~ties. But as governDent 

gro' ... 'S, the rnnnber of such citize.!ls shrint:.s. Almost everyone noH has a direct 

econo-;nic stake in t .. :,.hat governR.eDt does. 

The \·Jatergate and associated corporate bribery sc.:::.ndals revealed the 

illegal side of this problem, but the real prbblem is not so much· illegal acts 

as it is the incenti~e to use legal ones. With everyone's economic self~ 

interest at stake, we all form perfectly prope.r lobbying groups to bend deci-

sions in our £avor. But h'ith the disinteri-~sted citizen in a minC?rity, how 

are decisions to reflect the gel'!eral "t-ielfare?. \·i11o is to arbitrate? Our n.::tural 

inclination is to rely on the adversary· process wl1ere different self-interested 

groups present their case, but somewhere there has to be a disinterested judge 

with the power to dedde or tip a political decision in the right l'ay. The 
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If -,,;e. 1.'(~2.] ly ·,;c~re to enforce 

the rule th2t no one couJ.d V8t2 on ~n ~SSiJe if hi.s or 112r inco1~2 ~auld go ~p 

o;,·ere to break up J~an-!i·L3.de monopolies and gov<~rr·'-mf"~nt regulations ~.-.-ere to control 

112tural !.'.1-J:lCJpoJ.ies. The :;econd burst of regula t.icms in t.Le 1960-S and l970S 

focused on the prob]_Pln of corrPc1ing ex1:ernalities. In cases-like po 1 l•J•l'on -'---'- 1... --~ 
.) 

.c').OP ]'-,!,J;_.d"J'.c,·,l,J]. r, 0 !1 ~.TC.·DQ.C:.f'_ C•'•,0 .)'.·_,::_ (,.,-' ... it·f.·y ._, J'.r, r'·c ) ,...,~ c:l,--.,Ot11or ''<t'<l'"1'd· ol "l'th '-'-~ __ • _., ----·-- '-'--" --, -· '---''-' ~ "- -":l <".:C\_,,. < •. d.L <:-!, •L. .U., v __ t..h;.. ',-; -

out having to pcty- cmnpen:;;.:!.tion. The se.colld j_ndividual' s Tnost n;:(tural recourse 

is to de;r-.and government :regula Lions stopld.ng tl1e f:j_r-st individual's acts, and 

this is e:z:actly what has been h2.ppening. 

1~on·-Lla-rket ?xterc.alities have bec01ne rr;< __ lc.h ::1ore important in the er::.onon:::y 

for a number of reasons. In our technically r~:ore adv2nced and 1~-l~!ch more con-

gested SO(:.iety, 

1-.:~· 3:).\ 

one. gr·6up' s actions such more frequently impact upon another 

gr o up-Jf--lY port 
l . 

externalities 

fibers. 

noise. 

that We 

But our tec.l1n.ology has also revr::.aled Jong~standing 

. lJo.o,J) 
previously did not rec.ognize_---7-~he cancer danger of Cisb2stos 

The problem is real, but there are other solutions. Pollution externali-

ties can, for example., be turned into market probleTt~S -.;.;ith. cfflu2nt ~harges. 

l\.;>!f~J 
Individuals and business can simply;\charged. for· t11eir polluting activities 

untj_l these aCtivities ere reduced to the desired le"~.'el, until the funds· raised 
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to p2y in r:ne COI1S\..:!Tiler pays for 

:::o·.~y ,:_:._~-:rj :-:.11 :.;oluticns) re.sist on the grou;.ldS t1;.;t U-•. -.y d•J Y!Ol \_.;o_:_t[: to pay for 

::.u:r;e-.tl·d.7lg th.~t: they hc:.ve aJ. ... :ays had free of c.har,se. 

r~tio~al, however, if you believe th;!t the 3lternative--direct rezulations--

c2n Le ~voided or frustrated at a small cost. 

tl12 or-:i.t).nal 'lalidity of this belj_e£, it bas been pro·,;c:.:n ~~TOL18 by history. 

Regul~tions will be 2dopted and substantial costs will be iffipos2d -~eg~rdless 

of ~hether tl1e regulations do or do not pr6r!uce the desired effects. Although 

i_·:· has 1·e:sisted them in the past, the be~:;ine:.'.;s comr:-~un:i.ty should becowe the priu1e 

pro?onent of market solutions to the real problem of ext~rnalities. 

E·ut other f2"ctors- have also COL1tributed t:o the grm.;th of r2gulatiolL For 

reasons tl1at are not altog~tl1~r clear, ~ociety see~s to be much ·Bore inter~sted. 

iLl. proi:<c::ct.ing inJividuals -fro111 their o•~"'n wist2kes and failures than it 1-Ja.s in 

the p2st. nLet the buyer be,.:-are 11 is not an_ 2.phorism that attracts UHJC'rt supp9rt 

anyr<i::>re. This change is str;3nge since one can Tt;cke 2 goocl logical argument ti-:at 
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DisL:.'JkPS. 

Simil2rly, 

cn~·::L ,·:r ,, ·i::;]C!~·:L.-::;;t :-."C'',--·~ :;;:,·. ;_;= {-.-.•,,,., r_·r_·,·,·.~·-,,;-_-,._Pr i.•, ,··:.-,, .:.i.;ot ...,.c -,.,.__ ,-,--,.~d • • 
_, l - - eo" - _ .\ --~-·- •..rJ. _,,,-: --><~- .... u r: et,ree 

.i . .f. ·-·.c·t of t·_;;c {i·,- r-·_.·,_· '''·.~·-·· t:'C'.. "['· - -- !'''.,..., , - - • , · 1' ' ·E L ' ~-_, L .; :-:. . L-U_L • .;J eo t?.~·:p~~.;-:n_n _-_ne 2,1:r:n~·tn o· t1:e.se regiJJ .. J.--

:i.( t!tej·· ·"·t.:TC: fc·rced. \.l·,.)G~1 soc.l·~"-'c"1-r 1-,y s.t-·',·.·,,o_ ,c_-,._,_o.ll h-,J·,-. ·•--'---, . ...,., c • 1 _, ~ ~ _ __, ...., , _ _.,LJ.'-',_,t-:.ty F .·\-;ertlJ 

··-.··, ·,;, . .,.-,-~, '_,,,._,.,._ • .. ·-., .. ,•,' .. ··: [r·• ,·,.-..--·~·-•- ···' ·- ··· ... -r,~···j· · • t 
~-·-·· . .:.~:; ._ 1 ~ ""' .,.,u ... lll_ tJ,,:;_ t_l..l!.o....~ll •. I:C.('l:O.G:~-1-.LC :.;~ .. ;.s·ef:l. 

The is to he prot."sr.: tcd 

··,, __ ,;,_-,,·_·t_l.O".-.. s .-.·,_n l1·.:s o~ '1~r ·,-,.......,] J~~nm' "l.t'--o t .... · "'" , · · .._ - ~ .l : '·· .~...~o . .o .. !J·-·· !''~ ..... '-! u· -...-c:.-;orL:t..ng LO reguJ.at:ton ln 2n 

) cffc1rt to avoid th2 reductions. 

1;12nt regulations to mitigate the real inc0~~ losses. En2rgy became a .. regtJlated 

ind1Jstry and export ~8b~rRoes ~ere imposed on grain. In neither case could 

s;ove.rr,.;::ent regu.laticn. c.J.iminat~ the p:cice incre2se. At best all. it co~rJ.d do 

'-~~as to spread the ~~11C.LeasEs out over a lonc~er period of time. ~)ut the reg;Jlo.-

tions ~ere the.se c1emcnds are connect2d ~ith 

of J.arge i11Stittrtions. Incon;e J.osses are no lo~ger seen to be the product of 

~mpersonal market fo1:ces, but are seen as h2 dir2ct result of deliberate 

actions by some l~rge 0conomic actors. 

1~1ile there were and are.dem2nds to have either horizontal or vertic~l 
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' 
tc:~c.ed to ?2r:::ei.vcd failure of ::!nL.i.-l:I." 1J.St J.;o::~-.·s. .\t •:JnP: t:;_;:-.e it <.,';ts t:·;:)u.gl-:.t 

/ 

~:1::~~r of r~~~cns this vision has feded frol:I VlC\J. 

~~ ·~ i:. s 2rc ~o ~olution at 

·-·_;;,~e, 

co~pet1t~ve one. Seco1~~, t~l•~re is a Stlspicion that of our ec:onoL:ic 

eco~cny uo 1J.d not operate as well 2s it do~s. Third, histbrical 2xperienc~_ 
~ 
I ttJ•J 

shows that breaking one very large firm • L " J.n LO / 1 or firi;JS ·aoes not u;c:ke 

-~ucl1 difference in industrial behavior.· Slightly increasing the nu~ber of 

oligcpolistic fir~s just is not worth the enormo~s effort it takes. Anti-trust 

taken nn a legal -... . r. .c 
.l_li_2 OJ. of 

. . . 
ec.ono:-nics they 11c.ve little me2ning ;~nd no objt~ct:1.vc.s. \}i.th the j_nt.el12ctual 

heartbeat dead iu anti-t:-ust action, regulatio:1 I"EL~ains cs. the only alternative·. 

:But J.2.rge size also forces government to t2kE i7':,~2ny ctctiou.s \-:1:~lch i·t 

~ould not otherwise take. At the heart of competitive ~arkets and capitalism 

lies t~e doctrin~ of failure. People ·are rewarded because they are ~illing to 

accept the risk of fa.ilure. Yet no t;ove:rn.rnent can tole:tate the failure of any 

large economic actor. Neither Loc:kheed nor }iei.~1 York City can be allo,.;ed to fai] 

si0ce the disruption t'? our integrated econoilly ,.wuld be too large to tolernte. 

.Yet this creates a double standard with respect to the local grocery store and 

t}te srr.all tov.'li..TM...f undercuts the T..;hole rationale of the i:tixed eConomy. Indi-

vidual econo<nic actors are not on their o•wn. 1f ne.cess2ry, l2rge actor-s will 

be Tescued and controlled, but this Creates a cie'til.:"lnd for rescuing small actors 

from their mistakes. If Lockheed 
1
Can be rescued from its mist2.kes, \.Jhy can- nn 

individu_al consumer not be rescued from his mistakes? But to rescue _is to con-

trol. 
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Detailing the rec.sons v.'hY goverr:ment 1·cguJatio;:1s have g~·o~ ... 'Y!., hoi~'ever, does 

not explain why the economy is becoming more regulated. If new r~gulations 

...... ~ere raatched by the abolition of old regulations, the e-conomy w·ould not become. 

' more regulated over time. The failure of deregulation is also central to the 

process. To detail the failure of deregulation is to come right back to the 

lack of a disinterested majotity and the problem of compensation for economic 

losses. 

Consider the Interstate Commerce Commission and its regulations. The 

ICC was set up at the turn of the century when railroads were genuine natural 

'' 
monopolies. Since then, how,ever, we have' invented or perfected planes, autos, 

trucks, pipelines, and a host of alternative transportation,systems. An indus-

try that was at one time a natural monopoly has become one that could potentially 

.be one of our most competitive.. nut the regulations· continue. 

TI1e reasons are clear. Regulations affect incomes--capital and labor--' 

after they have been in place for any period of time. Conversely, deregulation 

always poses large losses (capital or wage) on some' of those in the affected 

industry. Often the people who will suffer the losses are not those who make 

the original income gains from regulation', The latter are 'long dead or long 

ago sold out at capital values which reflected the value of regulations •. , In , 

transportation deregulation, for example, many trucking firms w~uld pro-

bably suffer l,osses. j\S"i'i ;r,e,sult it is not surprising that they, and their 

, employees resist deregulation strenuously, 'The rest of us may get cheaper 

transportation, but our economic self-interest is more diffuse and not as 

,,intense. A similar reaction could be seen in response .to proposals"tO' dere,gu-

late the air'line industry. Who objected iri an article on the Op-'Ed page of 

the New York Times? Not some fool who wants to regulate everything for the 
' 

sake of regulating everything·," but the President of' American Airlines~ Regula-, , 

'tions are held in place by economic self-interest. 

,,. 
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Here again· t..:e fac;:e the problem that we have been u-nable to recognize the 

real economic losses that would be imposed and are unwilling to design corr.pen-

sation systeros that \muld at least mitigate. the losses. To compensate is to 

admit that the ,government has responsibilities when it suddenly iu;?oses large 

economic losses, but de facto this is an admission that we: long ago made. 

IV. Inflation: No Solutions Without Severe Side Effects 

For reasons that are not altogether clear, inflation seems to be endemic 

in the modern mixed economy. Historically prices have always risen in boom 

periods but they. have-fallen during recessions. What has changed is. these · 

periods of falling prices. They no longer occur •. Honetary and- fiscal policies 

can still be used to control unemployment, but they only have a one-sided 

'···· effect with respect to inflation. T]:ley can make prices go up, but they cannot 

make prices go down. Given public demands to achieve acceptable rates of 

·unemployment and inflation, pressures arise for the creation of new policy 

. instruments to deal with the problem of inflation. All of. the suggested instru-

ments will, however, make major changes in the structure of the·'mixed -economy • 

. Direct price and wage controls need no comment since they obviously cam~ 

pletely alter the structure of the· mixed economy. All or most of.the basic 

'. 
economic decisions must be made by some central pla!ming proces~. As· in war-

time it is highly likely that any long-run·use of price-and wage controls would 

also require labor controls such as those which existed in World !-'/ar · r·r .. 

"Social contract" solutions to the problem would also require major changes 

in the economy. If acceptable price and wage behavior is to be achieved by 

having the ~ajar groups in the economy sit dOw'TI around a table and agree on 

acc_eptable _price and wage policies, then the economy must be structured so .that 

most of the popul,.tion is represented at th~t table. Each group must also_ have 

the power to police their-- own members to enforce the agreed upon arrangements;·· -

·.: .· 
~- .:c 

.. ..._. 

' ·-: ------ ··-·---·· - ------ ·----~--------;----- ---- ---------.~-... 
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This means, for example, that· the 75 percent of the labor force that is not now 

unionized would have to be organized into ··hat 'would be~ facto_ u~ions. 

Similarly, small business and farmers would have to be organized into repre-

sentative groups with decision-making and policing powers. 

Because of the ratchet effect tn· industrial prices, large fluctuations in 

raw agricultural prices are highly inflationary. \·!hen raw food prices go up 

industrial prices go up with them, but when raw food prices go down (as they wi.ll 

and have) industrial prices do not go down ,;.ith them. Agricultural price sta-

bilization s·tockpi.les can theoretically eliminate part of this inqtability,. but 
' . 

they demand that government be a major buyer and seller of agricultural corn-

-modi ties at all points in time. This creates obvious pressures from both farmers 

and consumers to manipulate prices in ·their favor'rather than to stabilize 

prices. 

Bottleneck industries may also be part of the problem. Individual indus-

t.ries reach capacity operations befor.e .the entire economy has even approached 

capacity. Inflation breaks out in these industries and spreads across the 

economy. If this is the cause of inflation, the only solution is for govern-

ment ·to develop policies for manij:nilating d;;mand, industry by industry or for it· 

• 
to develop policies for affecting supplies industry by-industry •. In wartime 

both types of. policies are used to avoid bottlenecks thpt ·.might stop military 

production;· But either solution requires that government' get: much more heavily_ 
'• ·" 

. involved in industry,· as opposed to economy~wide,. decision making.· 

Similar problems· exist of you work on bottlenecks in the labor market.· 

·From this perspective inflation ·acc.urs because of the structure of unemployment 
\ 

rates. Long before nat.ional unen1ployment rates reach acceptable· levels, short-

ages of key groups, primarily adult white males, occur, Wage inflation starts 

- among the groups in short supply and then spreads across· the entire :economy. 

---~--=--
.. -: ._, ___ ,. __________ -~ ~ ------------- ---'--- ------ ---

.-.---
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Here the only solution is _to. alter the demog.raphic composition of lnbor demands. 

At least in the short-ruri there does not seem to be any way to alter. ·the nu;n-

ber of wo;nen and young people looking ·for w·ork even if you wanted to. do so. 

Labor demands, however, can only be altered ·by either direct public ell'.ployment 

or wage subsidies. Wage subsidies do not directly alter the public-private mix, 

but they will inevitably bring government more directly into the firm hiring 

) decisions .of individual firms. 

~ 
' ' 

Tax schemes have also been suggested for reducing inflation. In these 

systems wage increases above some guideline level are not deductible business 

expenses and price increase~_above some guideline level push firms or indivi-

duals into higher rate brackets. When they,are 'casually mentioned, these 

schemes seem like impersonal market mechanisms, but they are in practice simply 

price and wage controls with an agreed upon set of financi-al fines for viola-

tions. Acceptable price and wage behavior must still be defined and violators 

must s'till. be caught and fined. 

Another· option is simply to learn to live with high rates of unemployment .

and/or inflation. Since the public does not accept high rates of either at ·the 

·moment·, i.t; would have to be convinced. that neither is as important as it · _ _-.·. 
·· .... 

---:: .. 
1-l'as been led to believe in the past. Arguments could be .made; that i,-;flation 

is, after all, a. zero-suin game .where there are economic winners to. match each 

. economic loser. Analysis indicat~s .that .the distribution of real ·incomes is 

little affected. On the other side much of .the unemployment problem is a youth 

unemployment problem and all_young.people will eventually grow older. 

Alternatively," we could see~ to. reduce the public's re;>istance· to unem-

ployment and inflation by designing better compensation systems -to reduce the 

welfare implications of ~ither even further. Unemployment compensation could 
. ' 

•- be ·made more generous· and coverage cciuld be extended to new workers.-· That 

I· 
' l 
'· 
! 

·~··---·-'-
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part of the economy that is not now either de jure or de facto indexed could be 

indexed~ 

:.The problem with all universal indexing systems is that. they cannot. 

' . reduce the rate of inflation. and will in fact probably lead to an acceleraticn 

in the rate of inflation. Living with high unemployment create.s a human problem 

since unemployment is very unevenly shared and creates gigantic .losses. in out-

put. In the U.S. econom~ operating at an 8 percent unemployment rate rather 

than a ·4 percent unemployment rate reduces the GNP by about. $220.billion per 

year. 

All of these suggestions for fighting or living with inflation-leave some-

thing to be desired. They all have severe side effects that are going to impact 

upon the mixed economy. For many of th'e suggestions a good argument can be made 

that the cure is going to be worse than the disease. 

V. Job Security: An Unmet Demand 

or{e of the dimensions· in . which the U.S. mixed economy differs from its·· 

industrialized neighbors is the ease with which it is possible to fire labor 

in economic downturns. The U.S. usually has and tolerates rates of unemployment 

that are much higher than its industrialized neighbors. 1loth ~financial pen~l~ ::~ 

ties and cultural or social mores against layoffs. are .much less restrictive .... 

Yet at the same time surveys show that job security is t.he number -one in.terest 
. ·, r,,.._) ' 

of the labor force.· When workers are asked what_ they want in a job, pay usually 

ranks somewhere between third and sixth in desired characteristics. 

The public opinion poll interest in job security is confirmed.in a number of 

~· -

ways. Demands for seniority hiring and firing reflect a desire ·to ccnifine job inse-

curity to a limited class of workers--new workers.· Restrictive work rules are usually 
.. ~,;~ . . . ' 

Businesses w~ look with envy at ·.the lack of designed to guarantee job security. 

·. 
----~--- -~ ------------

., 
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restrictive work rules in Japan would do well to remember_ that a price is· paid for 

·this freedom. workers get tenure and are only fired as a very last resort. 

Today's system of pension plans also means that job security is directly 

tied up with inco~e security during retirement. The individual with a succession 

of short-term jobs will end up with a much smaller pension than an individual 

with one lifetime job. One's oc;cupat·ional skills are also tied to job security. 

Professional workers see job changing as a road to higher pay or better jobs, 

but for most of the population a job change means a reduction iri income and a 

worse job. Incomes go down, not up. when skills are acquired on: the job and 

when openings occur on a seniority basis,· to move from one employer .to another 

is to go to the bottom of the skill ladder and start all over again. 

The rational economic man will also place job security at or near the top 

of his or her demands. Given that income is necessary to survive, most indi-
. c~~~:~s~ ~o~::\:.i~ . . 

vidual_s are going to be)\risko~ifj:· They will be willing to trade a_-substan-

tial amount of expected but risky income for the guarantee-of a certain income. 

-Workers often report that they would be wiliing to trade a lower rate of pay 

for more job security. Yet this is exactly what the economy d~es not deliver. 

To most successful managerial or professional workers the demands for 

guaranteed employment seem strange. This is because they do not usually face 

the risks of unemployment or the ~ncertainty in future income streams._ ·As ·of· 

·late· 1976 the average duration of unemployment is i6 weeks in the U.S. and 17 _ 

:percent of the unemployed have been unemployed for more than 27 weeks. Giveri 

these probabilities unemployment obviously looms as a major danger to be avoided. 

Businessmen are used-to talking about the risks of business investments, but 

forget the great risks of human capital- investments. Going to college ~aise_s 

average incomes, but for--white men there is a 60 percent chance _that going to 

college will not lead to a higher income than if ·they had simp'ly remained a -- ·-

---.-~··--·- ·-; ·-.-- ----------~ 
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high school graduate. How many businessmen would make investments where there 

was an expected rate of return of about 10 percent but an expected failure rate 

of' 60 percent? 

·Job security is sometimes opposed on hhe r,rounds that it retards mobility 

and hence productivity, but this is an argument that is difficult to sustain. 

Countries with much more job security have been outperforming us _on a productivity 

basis for several decades and have now reached productivity levels· higher than 

ours. If a lack of job security leads to restrictive work rules, job security 

may enhance rather than·retard productivity. 

-In much of the rest of 'the industrialized world the demand for job security 

has focused on the private economy. Individual businesses bear the responsi-

bility for providing job security. In the U.S. the demand has not focused on 

the private economy, but is now focusing upon government. Guaranteed public· 

employment may not be an issue ·whose time has corne,.but it is certainly an 

issue whose time for public debate and discussion has come: 

Some of the demand undoubtedly springs from the current recessionary 
. --~ .. 

unemployment· rates, but the demand is unlikely to go away. There is little, 

. ,·. 
· likelihood. that high unemployment rates are going to disappear in the near 

future and the demand would remain even if the unemployment rates .were .lower. · 

Job security tops. the worker opinion polls even when unemployment rates are. low •. ' 

' .~: .. ' 
If the government is to be the employer of last :resort, however, then the 

. . '· 
. g'overnment must produce something, even if employment rather than output is the. 
. . . . 

·prime objective. This creates a new mix.in the mixed economy on· two dimensions • 

. First, t·here are few things which public employm.,nt could produce that would not 
·::·. 

·compete with something that i~ already being produced by an exist~ng private--

, or public agency. Second, guaranteed public employment will significantly 
' ' 

.: ·. alter the nature of the labor market. ·The exact effects will depend upon the 

.·.<<: 
~·:· ••r :,. •• • 
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ex:.ct system of public employment, but all systems will make fundamental changes 

in how labor is hired and fired. 

VI. Income· Distribution Problems: A Problem That Won't Go Away 

Income distribution problems occur on two fundamentally different dimen-

sions. First, there is the demand for less inequality. Reductions are to occur 

in the gap between rich and poor. Second, there is the demand for parity 

among groups. Blacks, Hispanic Americans, American Indians, and women are 

all demanding parity with white men. The poverty programs of the 1960s and 

the enormous increase in income transfer payments of the 197(ls have been our 

response to the first problem. Commissions against discrimination,·manpower 

training, and affirmative action programs have been our response to the second. 

Often the two types of demands are lumped. together under the general ruberic 

' of a demand for income redistribution, but they will in fact have very different 

effects on the mixed economy. 

When it becomes clear that it was usually che.'lper to ~ift someone out of 

poverty with income transfer payments than it was to raise the ~arning capa-

cities of those in poverty, the emphasis of public policies shifted from skill'" 

augmenting poverty prog~ams .to income transfer payments. From 1968 to 1976 · 

income transfer payments rose by $l27 billion.· Yet the mirage of:self-sufficiency 

.has prevented us from designing an efficient system of income transfer payments. 

Politicians who favor welfare reform and an efficient welfare system can always 

be portrayed as being in favor of welfare rather than self-sufficiency. As a 

result they end. up getting defeated in the next election. But self-sufficiency 

-is impossible so we keep adding patches·to the existing welfare system _whenever 
. ' ' !· 

proplems arise •. In, the process it gets more and more inefficient, unfair, and. 

complex • . ' 

At the same time there is broad. agreement on the general outline of what 

would constitute a .fair and efficient income transfer payment system. ·Both 

---'---~~-. --. -·---:-. -..,--··--.----. --..,..---- ---- -------~----------- : . . 
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President Nixon's family 
\ 11 der.J·.· -·-·' 1-.)Jd;J 

assistance plan and MtGovern' ~--O.emogrant program were 
. cJ, 

variants of the negative income tax. A national negative income tax could raise 

everyone above the poverty line for less money than is now being spent, but 

politically· there does not seem to be any way for moving from the current 

system to it. 

The current income transfer system has a number of negative effects on 

the mixed economy. The present system of complex, state administ"ered,but 

partially federally funded,programs has enormous administrative costs per dollar 

delivered to the poor. Deficiencies. in the structure of cash income transfers 

lead to even more cumbersome in-kind aid. Demands for rent control, food 

price controls, or energy controls arise whenever ther~. 

is a sudden change in the prices of any of the basic necessities. Since we 

cannot adjust income transfer. payments to cushion the inco.me shocks on the poor 

of sudden changes in these prices, we are forced to institute partial systems 

of price controls. The demand for guaranteed public employment also arises.to 

some extent because of the one major gap in the welfare system. Intact families 

with male heads less than 65 years of age· are generally not eligible.for any of 

the welfare programs. Yet such families constitute 47 percent. of the population 

.below the·.poverty line. '(Overall 12.3 percent of the populati<;>nlives in ..... · 
families that have incomes below the government's poverty lines.) 

While the demand for what is in essence a guaranteed minimum family_ ·income 

places strains on the mixed economy, the demand for parity ;i.s .ultimately a much 

·.. .. tougher problem. The problem of poverty can potentially be solved. with an income 

... _., transfer payment system that would not even cost as much as we are now spending, 
_:-, . 

.. but the demand for parity can only be solved by ·a wholesale reshuffling of· 

work opportunities. 

-·- ··•·. 
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As of 1975 there ~ere 23.8 million'blacks'with an average family income 

62 perce;nt that of ~hites, 11.1 million Hispanic Americans ~ith family incomes 

67 percent ·that of whites, and approximately one',;:illion American Indians with 

/ family incomes ·sorne~here bet••een 30 and 50 percent of that of whites. In 

addition, the 44 million women who worked were asking why women who work full-

time year-round should make only 56 percent as much as men who worked full-

time· year-round. 

Parity is a very intractable problem. Economic differences cannot be 

removed by eliminating discrimination except in the very l<mg-run.. If discri.:. 

mination were to cease now, ·it would take 45 to 50 years for ·those who had been 

subject to discrimination and are already i~ the labor market to retire from 

the economy. If opportunities and cha"tacteristics are transmitted from parents 

to children, ·a. much longer period .of time would be required, The affected 

groups say tha,t they. aren't willing to wait. 

The st.rategy of the 1960s ·was to increa-se the skill levels of the affected 

groups in manpower training programs and to then let the individuals compete 

for higher earning positions in the labor markets. This strategy was a failure 

for a number 'of reasons. (1) Given the number. of people involved,. the costs 

'- '-

would have been enormous. Even without the Viet Nam Har, it is doubtful 'that ··, 

· the public was willing to pay; the necessary bill. (2) ll'hen minority groups ·> 

. are aided, whites respond by increasing their own skills to rnaini:ai~ their rela-
. . ' 

tive position. Reducing black high school drop-:-outs increases .the pressure for: 

whites to go to college. (3) Since most U ,S. job skills are acquired on .the 

job and not in formal education and training, it simply was often impossible. to 

give the necessary skills in:·government training programs. In addition,: seniority 

advancement systems made it impossible to US}" the skills even _if they could be 

acquired. 
.• :..: _.:_ 
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But this leaves affirmative action as the•·only possible solution. Any 

program of affirma.tive action is, however, in itself. a major change in the mixed 

economy. People must be advanced on some basis other than merit or productivi-

ty. Government must write the ·rules as to how and when people can be promoted. 

rn·addition, affirmative action requires that someone (usually a white man) rnust 

pay the ~osts of eliminating discrimination that occurred in the past and was 

not perpetrated by him. He did not cause blacks and women to have ·lower incomes, 

·but his own job prospects must suffer to eliminate the problem. 

Affirmative action is the paradigm example of why domestic problems are 

so difficult to deal with in the mixed economy. It is the ultimate zero-sum 

game where there must be a. loser for eve-,:·y winner. If b1acks, Hispanic Ameri-

cans, American Indians, and women are to get a la.rger share of the high income 

positions of ,the economy,· then white. men mus~ get fewer of these positions than-

they now have. 
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